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ABSTRACT 

 In recent decades, there has been a marked increase in the prevalence of asymmetric 

strategies among adversarial state and non-state actors. Western conventional, technological, and 

economic, superiority are an obvious contributor to this phenomenon however, they are not the 

only factors to consider. Equally, if not more, important is the perception by adversarial forces 

that Western nations lack the organizational and/or intellectual preparedness to counter this form 

of threat.   

Through a detailed analysis of several existing asymmetric strategies, this study aims to 

demonstrate that the fundamental elements of an appropriate counter-asymmetric strategy 

include an institutionalized multidimensional approach, intellectual flexibility and diversity, and 

a blend of Western conventional and asymmetric advantages. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In today’s increasingly complex and globalized world, many state and non-state actors 

have adopted security strategies aimed at generating and leveraging asymmetries that exist 

between themselves and their current and potential foes. Asymmetric strategies, such as China’s 

Unrestricted Warfare and Iran’s Mosaic Defence, aim to generate an advantageous position over 

an adversary by attacking them in non-traditional ways using all means available including both 

military and non-military resources. The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), a non-state actor, 

has smartly and deliberately applied a similar innovative strategy to secure and now control vast 

swaths of Syrian and Iraqi territory.   

In its simplest form, the term asymmetry is defined as a lack of symmetry or more 

specifically, a lack of equality or equivalence between parts or aspects of something.
1
 From a 

military perspective, ‘asymmetry’ is often grouped with the terms ‘warfare’ or ‘threat’ and 

understood to describe a conflict between nations or groups possessing unequal military 

capabilities resulting from one force employing new capabilities that the opposing force does not 

perceive or understand, conventional capabilities that counter or overmatch the capabilities of its 

opponents, or capabilities that represent totally new methods of attack or defence – or any 

combination thereof.
2
 In military vernacular, terms such as Counterinsurgency (commonly 

referred to as COIN), terrorism, and cyber-attack are common to definitions of both asymmetric 

threats and warfare however, they are not all-inclusive of what a modern definition of these two 

terms should entail.  

                                                 
1 
Oxford Online Dictionary, "Definition - Asymmetry," accessed 02 February 2015, 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/asymmetry. 
2 
Ike Skelton, "America's Frontier Wars: Lessons for Asymmetric Conflicts," Military Review 94, no. 4 (July-

August 2014): 78. 
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The most recent version of the Canadian Armed Forces Future Security Environment 

document replaces the traditionally understood definition of asymmetric threats by defining them 

as those threats emanating from the potential use of dissimilar means or methods to circumvent 

or negate an opponent’s strengths while exploiting their weaknesses to obtain a disproportionate 

result.
3
 Unlike the traditional military definition, this definition accounts for the inclusion of non-

military means or actions as key elements of an asymmetric strategy. The Instruments of 

National Power – Diplomacy, Informational, Military, and Economics (DIME)
4
 – are becoming 

increasingly common elements of current asymmetric strategies. Instead of focusing on the 

defeat of an adversary’s military, DIME based asymmetric strategies are aimed at creating or 

exploiting weaknesses in the Political, Military, Economic, Social, Informational, and 

Infrastructural (PMESII) dimensions. In short, asymmetric strategies aim to defeat an adversary 

using integrated multidimensional attacks on almost every aspect of PMESII to achieve physical 

and psychological victory.  

Elements of DIME are present in the asymmetric strategies of state actors, such as China 

and Iran, and non-state actors such as ISIS. For the purpose of simplicity, when describing these 

and similar entities broadly, this paper will use the term ‘red-actors’ and may also use the term 

‘blue-actors’ to describe Western equivalents. Furthermore, for the purposes of this paper, red-

actor asymmetric strategies may be referred to as 360
o
 strategies, a term that is gaining 

significant traction among academics studying the subject. Common to red-actor asymmetric 

strategies is that DIME actions are employed as a means to attack vulnerabilities not appreciated 

                                                 
3
 Department of National Defence, A-FD-005-001/AF-003, The Future Security Environment: 2013-2040 

(Winnipeg, MB: 17 Wing Winnipeg Publishing Office, 2014), 141. 
4
 Department of National Defence, B-GJ-005-000/FP-001, Canadian Forces Joint Publication 01 (Ottawa: DND 

Canada, 2011), 2-1; The instruments of national power are a US Army concept that advocates for the use of all four 

elements of DIME as part of a nation’s strategy; Source: Department of Defense. Field Manual 3-0, Operations (Fort 

Leavenworth: Combined Arms Doctrine Directorate, 2008). 
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by the ‘target’ (blue-actor) or victim in order to capitalize on the victim’s limited preparation 

against specific threats.
5
 Through careful observation and examination of Western interventions, 

many red-actors have identified exploitable weaknesses and established the conditions necessary 

to provide them with an advantage in the achievement of their strategic goals. These 

observations have identified a reliance on technology and the use of conventional means, such as 

military force and economic sanctions. In addition, and perhaps more importantly, they have 

identified a lack of intellectual preparation on the part of Western nations to deal with 

asymmetric threats. 

To defend against such a threat will require Western nations to devote the same level of 

intellectual energy to the defeat of asymmetric threats as has traditionally been devoted to the 

mastery of conventional warfare. The proliferation of asymmetric strategies indicates that these 

approaches can no longer be considered secondary or peripheral to conventional threats.
6
 This 

does not mean however, that asymmetric capabilities can be improved at the expense of their 

conventional opposite; the complexity of today’s security environment requires blue-actors to be 

prepared for both ends of the operational spectrum, as on-going operations in the Ukraine and 

Iraq/Syria demonstrate. 

Recognizing their conventional military and economic inferiority to Western nations, 

many red-actors are discarding conventional military based strategies and both selecting and 

employing asymmetrically based alternatives to support and achieve their strategic goals. In 

order to safeguard against and counter the rise in asymmetric strategies among red-actors, what 

                                                 
5
 Bruce W. Bennett, Christopher P. Twomey and Gregory F. Treverton, What are Asymmetric Strategies? 

(Washington, DC: The RAND Corporation, 1999), 3. 
6
 Melissa Applegate, Preparing for Asymmetry: As seen through the Lens of Joint Vision 2020 (Carlisle, PA: 

Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, 2001), 2. 
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elements are essential to the development of an appropriate counter-asymmetric strategy 

necessary to defend Canada?  

 In order to fully understand the problem that asymmetric strategies pose, several existing 

asymmetric strategies will be examined as case studies. The case studies will focus on China, 

Iran, and ISIS. These particular red-actors were selected because they represent both state and 

non-state actors and also represent a major power (China), a regional power (Iran), and non-state 

innovator (ISIS) that have either developed, accepted and/or are currently employing an 

asymmetric strategy. 

 To begin, a discussion on China’s Unrestricted Warfare strategy will demonstrate that it 

is centered on their ambition to nullify Western conventional military and economic superiority 

by conducting future wars in non-war, or non-military, spheres using all means available to 

affect all areas of life of the countries involved.
7
 Following this, Iran’s Mosaic Defence strategy 

will be examined. Despite being heavily centered on military capabilities, primarily defensive in 

nature, and based on the deterrence of perceived adversaries
8
 instead of offensive war, the 

strategy focuses on multi-dimensional asymmetric operations aimed at disrupting similar 

dimensions as Unrestricted Warfare. The last asymmetric strategy case study will focus on ISIS. 

As a non-state actor, they lack full access and control of the instruments of national power 

however, the organization has been extremely effective at employing non-military means to 

create and capitalize on asymmetries in order to influence its operating environment and achieve 

its goals.   

                                                 
7
 Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui, Unrestricted Warfare, trans. Central Intelligence Agency, Foreign Broadcast 

Information Service (Beijing, China: PLA Literature and Arts Publishing House, 1999), 169; Qiao Liang and Wang 

Xiangsui, Unrestricted Warfare: China's Master Plan to Destroy America (Panama City, Panama: Pan American 

Publishing Company, 2002), 144-145. 
8
 Micheal Connell, "Iran's Military Doctrine," United States Institute of Peace, accessed 11 February 2015, 

http://iranprimer.usip.org/resource/irans-military-doctrine. 
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Using the asymmetric strategy case studies as a backdrop, the paper will examine and 

identify the fundamental reasons behind the adoption of this form of strategy by red-actors. 

Through identification of the motivating factors, the paper aims to identify what Western 

nations, like Canada, can do to counter and/or defend against this emerging form of threat. The 

analysis will also aim to identify consistencies in terms of the concepts and principles associated 

with each individual strategy in order to highlight vulnerabilities and areas for improvement.  

Following this, the ‘Western mindset,’ in terms of organizational and intellectual 

preparedness, will factor into the discussion and ultimately contribute to key recommendations 

concerning what specific elements are essential to the formulation of an effective counter-

asymmetric strategy. To support this formulation, the paradoxical and poorly integrated nature of 

current Canadian foreign policy will be examined with the intention of identifying 

inconsistencies that have the potential to result in vulnerabilities and an asymmetric advantage 

for red-actors. Domestically, policies such as diaspora diplomacy and both inter and intra-

departmental integration will also be examined. Finally, discussion concerning existing 

capabilities and national security deficiencies, such as cyber security, will be factored into the 

analysis. Using the vulnerabilities identified by the individual case studies, the examination of 

Canada’s foreign and domestic policies, and the identified capability related deficiencies, several 

areas of improvement that have the potential to immediately better the situation will be 

discussed.  
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CHAPTER 1: CHINA – UNRESTRICTED WARFARE CASE STUDY 

Unrestricted Warfare, written by two Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) senior 

Air Force colonels and published in 1999, theorizes that as a result of Western military 

domination, China must implement and rely on an asymmetric strategy in order to generate an 

advantageous position and defeat their adversaries in future wars. To accomplish this, the 

strategy endorses the use of all means available at all levels and across all PMESII dimensions. 

Under this strategy, if one were to ask “Where is the battlefield?” the answer would be: 

“Everywhere.”
9
 Simply put, the strategy contained within Unrestricted Warfare is exactly what 

the name implies, unrestricted.  

The analysis of this strategy will begin by defining the fundamental reasons that have 

prompted China to consider the adoption of a 360
o
 strategy in order to achieve its strategic goals. 

Following this, in order to fully understand its application, several key concepts and principles 

will be discussed. Additionally, several real-world examples will demonstrate its potential 

effectiveness and lead to a discussion on how this strategy may be applied against Western 

nations such as Canada. It should be noted that although the strategy is aimed specifically at 

defeating the United States (US), who China views as the sole existing global superpower and its 

primary potential threat, it can also be applied to other nations that China may view as an 

adversary.  

In a final introductory note, although the analysis that follows indicates that Chinese 

strategists have been following this strategy very closely, it is important to highlight the fact that 

                                                 
9
 Liang and Xiangsui, Unrestricted Warfare: China's Master Plan to Destroy America, 32.; Liang and Xiangsui, 

Unrestricted Warfare, 43; Although they have slightly different titles, both of these texts are the same FBIS (CIA) 

translation of the original text as written by the authors. The newer version contains an introduction by Al Santoli, 

the editor of the prestigious China Reform Monitor, and is missing approximately 100 pages. The latter is the fully 

translated text. For the purposes of this paper they be considered identical except when citing from the missing 

pages. 
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Unrestricted Warfare is an ‘experimental’ work, not an officially accepted and implemented 

Chinese strategy, whose institutional significance in the Chinese approach to war remains the 

subject of ongoing debate.
10

 Notwithstanding this point, the concepts discussed within this 

particular strategy make this case study an important contributor to the definition of what an 

appropriate counter-asymmetric strategy entails.  

Why Unrestricted Warfare? 

With the largest conventional military force in the world, estimated today to be composed 

of 2.8 million soldiers, sailors and airmen,
11

 what compelled the authors of Unrestricted Warfare 

to discard the traditionally accepted military based conventional approach to warfare and 

advocate for such an asymmetrically based strategy? The authors theorize that significant 

advances in technology, increased globalization, the diffusion of power beyond the nation-state, 

and increased modern weapons capabilities have all combined to create a new context for 

conflict.
12

 A portion of this theory originates from the authors’ observations concerning the 

rapidity with which US forces defeated Iraq during the 1991 Gulf War and their own personal 

experience in dealing with the US as an adversary during the 1996 Taiwan Strait crisis. These 

two conflicts demonstrated that the US is clearly, and likely to remain for some time, the 

undisputed hegemon of military capability and power. As a result of US and, by de facto, 

Western military dominance, the authors advocate that the new principles of war are no longer 

‘using armed force to compel the enemy to submit to one’s will’ but rather are ‘using all means, 

including armed force and non-armed force, military and non-military, lethal and non-lethal 

                                                 
10

 Tony Corn, "Peaceful Rise through Unrestricted Warfare: Grand Strategy with Chinese Characteristics," Small 

Wars Journal (June 2010): 3, http://smallwarsjournal.com/blog/journal/docs-temp/449-corn.pdf. 
11

 Bates Gill and Michael O'Hanlon, "China's Hollow Military," The National Interest, no. 56 (Summer 1999): 56. 
12

 Dean Cheng, "Unrestricted Warfare: Review Essay II," Small Wars and Insurgencies 11, no. 1 (Spring 2000): 

123. 
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means to compel the enemy to accept one’s interests’.
13

 In addition to the acceptance of Western 

military dominance, increased economic integration-based globalization has created the 

conditions necessary to wage war without military force, resulting in exploitable vulnerabilities 

and a declining capacity for Western states to levy constraints and limits on red-actors.
14

  

In addition to these realizations, the Chinese mindset as it relates to war is also a 

contributing factor in the development of Unrestricted Warfare. Although it is the oldest military 

strategy book known to man, the Art of War, written by the “Chinese grand master of military 

strategy” Sun Tzu, is an important contributor to the current Chinese indirect approach to 

warfare. In the book, Sun Tzu describes warfare, from its preparation to execution and 

termination as first and foremost a contest of wisdom, where the use of force should only be 

considered as a secondary measure. To preserve the vital interests of the state without the use of 

force, the Art of War places great emphasis on both strategy and stratagems – “artifices or tricks 

employed to deceive and outwit an enemy.”
15

 This concept explains why within Chinese 

diplomatic and defence communities there is a popular saying that relates to the Chinese way of 

war and its difference to that of the West: the Chinese place heavy emphasis on strategy and 

stratagems whereas the West relies more on overwhelming force and advanced capabilities.
16

 

This same mentality is expressed by Lao Tzu, another classical Chinese strategist who, like Sun 

Tzu, advocated for the use of the indirect approach in warfare.
17

 From a Chinese perspective, this 

                                                 
13

 Liang and Xiangsui, Unrestricted Warfare, 7. 
14

 Nan Li, Unrestricted Warfare and Chinese Military Strategy, RSIS Commentaries 022 (Singapore: Institute of 

Defence and Strategic Studies, 2002), 1. 
15

 David Lai, Learning from the Stones: A Go Approach to Mastering China's Strategic Concept, Shi (Carlisle, PA: 

Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, 2004), 1-4; Merriam Webster, "Definition - Stratagem," 

accessed 16 February 2015, http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/stratagem; First quote on page 1, second 

on page 4, third on page 3; 
16

 Lai, Learning from the Stones: A Go Approach to Mastering China's Strategic Concept, Shi, 3. 
17

 Lionel Giles, The Sayings of Lao Tzu, v10.11, 18. Available at http://www.philaletheians.co.uk. This document is 

a translation of a compilation of Lao Tzu’s sayings from the following book: John Murray, The Wisdom of the East 

Series, ed. J.L. Cranmer-Byng, (London, UK: 1905).  
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asymmetry in Western and Chinese approaches to warfare is the key to success in future 

conflicts. Recognizing its military inferiority to the US and Western coalitions, Unrestricted 

Warfare calls for the use of wisdom to develop advanced and detailed strategies and stratagems 

to capitalize on asymmetries and secure victory by out-thinking the adversary.  

The authors’ observations and theories, in conjunction with the Chinese mindset, led to 

the creation of a strategy based on the premise that the arena of war has expanded beyond the 

traditionally accepted bounds of conventional warfare to now encompass the political, economic, 

diplomatic, cultural, and psychological spheres, in addition to the land, sea, air, space, and 

electronics spheres.
18

 Furthermore, according to the strategy, the tactics discussed are not 

restricted by local or international laws, or by national ethics and morals.
19

 In essence, the 

strategy identifies all PMESII dimensions as possible areas of attack regardless of legal, moral, 

or ethical boundaries. In order to fully understand how China can apply the Unrestricted Warfare 

strategy, an understanding of several of its key concepts and principles is necessary.  

  

                                                 
18

 Liang and Xiangsui, Unrestricted Warfare: China's Master Plan to Destroy America, 144. 
19

 Jason Heeg, Chinese Imperalism in 2013: Application of Unrestricted Warfare of the Legitimate use of the 

Economic Instrument of National Power? (Fort Leavenworth, KS: Foreign Military Studies Office, 2013), 2-3; 

Robert J. Bunker, "Unrestricted Warfare: Review Essay I," Small Wars and Insurgencies 11, no. 1 (Spring 2000): 

114. 
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Concepts and Principles  

Among the most important concepts associated with this strategy is the concept of 

‘beyond-limits combined warfare’. This concept is based on the authors’ postulations that in 

today’s interdependent world, the significance of traditionally accepted boundaries are relative. 

When considering the meaning of ‘beyond-limits’, it is important to note that it does not imply 

that there are absolutely no limits to a situation. Instead, it refers to the expansion of ‘limited’ 

which, according to the strategy, is to go beyond the intrinsic boundaries of a certain area or 

direction, and to combine opportunities and means in more areas or directions, in order to 

achieve a set objective.
20

 In simple terms, when dealing with a nation’s militaristic aggression for 

example, it is possible to transcend relative boundaries and combine any number of the forms of 

warfare described in Unrestricted Warfare. 

As a result of this transcendence, the strategy suggests that in order to achieve political 

objectives, non-military ways and means can be employed as weapons to conduct warfare. 

Described in Unrestricted Warfare as ‘new concepts of weapons’, this theory differs 

significantly from the Western approach to conflict that typically involves ‘weapons of new 

concepts’ or the application of technological innovation to develop and secure advanced 

capabilities.
21

 This distinction between Chinese and Western definitions of what constitutes a 

weapon not only lends credibility to the aforementioned Chinese adage but, has resulted in the 

identification of several new forms of warfare specific to this strategy. 

The new forms of warfare include, but are not limited to: diplomatic warfare (through 

alliance building and diplomatic bargaining and deception); economic warfare (through trade, 

aid, and sanctions); financial warfare (through stock speculation and currency devaluation or 

                                                 
20

 Liang and Xiangsui, Unrestricted Warfare: China's Master Plan to Destroy America, 154-155. 
21

 Li, Unrestricted Warfare and Chinese Military Strategy, 2. 
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forgery); cyber warfare (through hacking and virus attacks); media and information warfare 

(through media management and control of information); network warfare (through disrupting 

critical infrastructure such as electricity grids, traffic dispatching, financial transactions, 

telephone communications, and mass media networks); cultural warfare (the influence of cultural 

bias through the imposition of one’s own cultural viewpoints); and technological warfare 

(through the creation of monopolies on vital technologies that can be used in both peace and 

wartime). In addition to the new forms of warfare described above, Unrestricted Warfare also 

describes resources warfare, environmental warfare, intelligence warfare, psychological warfare, 

terrorism, and crimes such as counterfeiting, smuggling, hostage taking, and assassination.
22

 It is 

important to note that these new forms of warfare can be used independently or in combination 

to transcend the relative boundaries of modern warfare. Although this list falls short in defining 

all of the new forms of warfare described in the strategy, it adequately sets the stage for the 

discussion on its actual and potential applications.   

Unrestricted Warfare in Practice 

As previously stated, China has not accepted the strategy presented in Unrestricted 

Warfare as its official strategy however; China does currently employ several of the new forms 

of warfare presented therein. To analyze the actual application of the concepts and principles 

associated with the strategy, China’s ambition to reconstitute Taiwan using their involvement in 

Latin America and the Caribbean will be examined. The analysis will demonstrate that China’s 

actions in this region are directly aligned with the principles of economic warfare.   

Since 1945, the Chinese leadership has considered Taiwan to be Chinese territory. For as 

many years China has pursued unification however, their desire to take Taiwan whole and intact 

                                                 
22

 Li, Unrestricted Warfare and Chinese Military Strategy, 2; Liang and Xiangsui, Unrestricted Warfare: China's 

Master Plan to Destroy America, xii; Quote sourced from both documents. 
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has stopped them from using force to achieve their objective. Rather than go to war over 

unification, Chinese leaders have pursued higher-value interests, including cross-Strait social and 

economic integration.
23

 In addition to this, China has aggressively pursued economic and 

diplomatic relations with nations that have traditionally supported and accepted Taiwan’s 

position as an independent state. Notwithstanding China’s economic and resource-related 

imperatives, China’s outreach into Latin America and the Caribbean incorporates the political 

dynamic of trying to separate Taiwan from its remaining diplomatic relationships. To accomplish 

this and further its territorial claim over Taiwan, for decades China has cleverly attempted to 

make acknowledgement of their “one China” policy a condition for receiving Chinese 

investment and assistance. Although China’s primary interest in the region appears to be 

resource driven, it is also likely that their additional goal is to isolate Taiwan by luring the twelve 

remaining governments that maintain diplomatic relations with Taiwan to shift their diplomatic 

recognition to China. As a result of China’s dynamic economic growth, it has effectively ‘outbid’ 

Taiwan in courting several governments within the region and has been successful in nullifying 

at least four previous Taiwanese diplomatic relationships.
24

 In essence, this approach enables 

China to achieve two goals in a single effort; bolster resource availability and undermine 

Taiwan’s independence. China is following a similar methodology in both Africa and the Pacific 

region and achieving comparable results. China’s involvement in this region is clearly in-line 

with the principles presented in Unrestricted Warfare. Specifically, this example demonstrates 

                                                 
23

 Robert S. Ross, "Navigating the Taiwan Strait," International Security 27, no. 2 (Fall 2002): 54; Lai, Learning 

from the Stones: A Go Approach to Mastering China's Strategic Concept, Shi, 23; First and third quote on page 54 

of Ross. 
24

 Congressional Research Service, China's Foreign Policy and "Soft Power" in South America, Asia, and Africa 

(Washigton, DC: United States Government Printing Office, 2008), 5-6, 16; First quote on page 5, second on page 

16, third on page 6; It is important to note that this loss of diplomatic relationships occurred between 2005-2008. 

Further data could not be found to identify other losses as a result of Chinese economic expansion. The twelve Latin 

American and Caribbean nations that diplomatically support Taiwan are: Belize, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, 

Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, and St. Vincent and the 

Grenadines. 
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how they are effectively using economic warfare to secure diplomatic recognition and support 

for their position concerning their territorial claim over Taiwan.  

In addition to increased Chinese diplomatic recognition, the increased economic and 

social integration between Taiwan and China has the potential to challenge Taipei’s autonomy 

and provide the Chinese with a potentially potent instrument of influence over the island.
25

 Over 

the last several decades, China has sought to increase economic integration with Taiwan 

resulting in a strong Taiwanese economic dependence on the mainland. Between the first quarter 

of 2003 and 2013 for example, total cross-Strait trade increased from US$ 17.29 billion to US$ 

51.44 billion respectively;
26

 a three-fold increase. Additionally, as a result of China’s high 

demand economy and available employment, there has been a noticeable migration of Taiwanese 

workers to the mainland, including business executives, high-tech gurus, and workers with high-

demand skills.
27

 By integrating Taiwanese workers into their work force, China is facilitating 

social and cultural integration with Taiwan. In doing so, China is using its economic position to 

conduct limited cultural warfare to establish the conditions necessary for a peaceful and willing 

transition to a unified China. In a final point, should peaceful unification fail, notwithstanding an 

intervention by the US and Western allies, China could apply some of the more nefarious aspects 

of economic warfare. With Taiwan so dependent on China for its economic stability, sanctions or 

the cancellation of economically beneficial trade arrangements may have the clout to finally 

force unification. There is no doubt that such a move would be countered by Western sanctions 

however, China’s broad array of non-Western economic partners in Latin American and the 

                                                 
25

 Abraham M. Denmark and Richard Fontaine, Taiwan's Gamble: The Cross-Strait Rapproachment and its 

Implications for U.S. Policy (Washington, DC: Center for New American Security, 2009), 1. 
26

 Lai, Learning from the Stones: A Go Approach to Mastering China's Strategic Concept, Shi, 24; Ministry of 

Commerce, People's Republic of China, "Statistics of Mainland-Taiwan Trade and Investment in January-March 

2013," accessed 22 February 2015, 

http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/article/statistic/lanmubb/hkmacaotaiwan/201305/20130500128055.shtml.  First figure 

quoted from Mainland Affairs Council, Executive Yuan, 07 August 2003, second figure from website. 
27

 Lai, Learning from the Stones: A Go Approach to Mastering China's Strategic Concept, Shi, 23. 
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Caribbean, Africa, and the Pacific may negate or render those sanctions less-effective than 

anticipated. The presented evidence clearly demonstrates that in its quest to reintegrate Taiwan, 

China has in fact employed some of the new forms of warfare and positively contributed to the 

achievement of a longstanding strategic goal.    

Unrestricted Warfare and Canada 

Could China use any of these tactics against Western nations like Canada, and if so which 

ones? The truth is that, much like Taiwan, China is already employing some of the new forms of 

warfare against Canada and concurrently setting the conditions necessary to enable the 

application of other forms in the future. Due to the limited size of this chapter, the discussion 

concerning current employment will focus on cyber warfare, whereas network, cultural, and 

financial warfare will be the center of discussion concerning future applications. 

For well over a decade China has been conducting cyber warfare related activities against 

Canada. In fact, since hacking into the computer networks of Canadian telecommunications giant 

Nortel in 2000, Chinese hackers have successfully continued to engage in a long line of cyber 

espionage operations that are still ongoing today, and even include the successful cyber-

penetration of computer networks belonging to the Department of National Defence and the 

Government of Canada in 2011.
28

 Furthermore, in recent years, Chinese hackers allegedly 

targeted law firms to derail the takeover bid by BHP Billiton Ltd. for Potash Corporation of 

Saskatchewan, an effort aimed at promoting China’s own interests in acquiring the natural 

resources.
29

 These examples unquestionably demonstrate that China has been conducting cyber 

warfare operations against Canada for several years. More importantly, through the use of cyber 
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warfare, China has been able to secure proprietary information, sensitive documents, and even 

influence decisions in its favour. 

Given China’s success in the application of cyber warfare, it can be deduced that a logical 

corollary application will be that of network warfare. Although cyber warfare currently appears 

to be the priority for China, it does not discount other possible targets within the cyber domain. 

For example, future targets might include systems responsible for the management of critical 

infrastructure, such as water pumps, thermal plants, electric grids,
30

 traffic dispatching, and 

telephone communications. In addition to cyber related warfare, China could leverage the 

existing Chinese-Canadian diaspora community through the use of cultural warfare. 

Understanding the strong sense of shared identity and attachment to China that most overseas 

Chinese have,
31

 China could influence their diaspora communities to lobby or even elect 

governments that are sympathetic to the ambitions of the Chinese mainland. In Canada, where 

partisan politics are very common, China’s ability to influence its diaspora of approximately 1.49 

million people
32

 may have significant implications. In British Columbia for example, the 

464,805 Chinese-Canadian citizens constitute just over ten percent of the province’s total 

population.
33

 In addition to these two forms of warfare, through foreign direct investment by 

State Owned Enterprises (SOEs), China has established the conditions necessary to disrupt the 

Canadian economy via financial and/or economic warfare. While getting in with an oil giant like 

CNOOC Ltd. may be welcomed by investors, the reality is that China strictly governs its SOEs 
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and expects them to carry out the government’s strategic goals.
34

 If China decided to subvert the 

Canadian economy to assist it in achieving a goal, the large number of Chinese SOEs with 

investments in Canada would be expected to facilitate it. Although only three new forms of 

warfare were discussed as potential future asymmetric threats to Canada, China could use any 

number of the previously described forms individually or in combination to attack. Canada’s 

actions to counter these possibilities will be discussed in a later chapter. 

Conclusion 

The presented case study identified that, from a Chinese perspective and as a result of the 

‘new context for conflict’, an asymmetric or 360
o
 strategy is necessary for China to achieve 

success in future wars against the US and its Western allies. The ancient teachings of the Chinese 

grand master of strategy, Sun Tzu, adapted to account for modern times played an important role 

in the creation of the Unrestricted Warfare strategy. The discussion examined several key 

concepts and principles of the strategy including the concept of ‘beyond limits combined 

warfare’ and ‘weapons of new concepts’, the latter of which is the catalyst behind the creation of 

several new forms of warfare.  

Although Unrestricted Warfare is not an officially accepted Chinese strategy, the 

presented evidence demonstrates that China is in fact employing some of the new forms of 

warfare to achieve its strategic goals. To demonstrate this point, this portion of the discussion 

focused on China’s use of economic warfare to secure diplomatic support for its “one China” 

policy and its application of cyber warfare to penetrate computer networks to secure proprietary 

information, sensitive documents, and influence decisions in its favour. Finally, a short 
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discussion concerning potential future applications of the new forms of warfare revealed several 

areas within which Canada may be vulnerable to a Chinese attack in the future.  
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CHAPTER 2: IRAN – MOSAIC DEFENCE CASE STUDY 

In 2005, General Mohammad Ali Aziz Jafari, then a sub-level commander in the Iranian 

Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC), theorized and unveiled Mosaic Defence, an asymmetrically 

based defence strategy reliant on interlocking layers of capability and designed for flexibility.
35

 

In 2007, when General Jafari assumed the role of Chief Commander of the IRGC, his brainchild 

– Mosaic Defence – was published and implemented as Iran’s official defence strategy. It is 

important to note that although General Jafari is often credited with the actual adoption of the 

Mosaic Defence strategy, Iran has spent almost three decades progressively integrating and 

employing asymmetric strategies to achieve its national goals.  

As a result of its official implementation, both the IRGC and Iran’s conventional forces 

have undergone significant changes over the last several years and transitioned into a force 

poised to fight conventionally focused adversaries’ using unconventional means. In addition, 

these reforms uniquely establish Iran as one of the first nation-states, and red-actors, to codify an 

asymmetrically based ‘unrestricted warfare’ strategy as their official defence strategy.
36

 For 

clarity, Iran’s ‘unrestricted warfare’ strategy should not be considered equivalent to China’s 

Unrestricted Warfare strategy however, as this chapter will demonstrate, there are many 

similarities.  

The Mosaic Defence strategy case study will begin by defining the fundamental reasons 

that have prompted Iran to develop and adopt an asymmetric strategy in order to achieve its 

national security goals. Following this, key concepts and principles will be discussed in order to 

fully understand the components and application of the strategy. Several doctrinal tactics and 
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capabilities associated with the strategy, such as naval swarming attacks and the use of proxies, 

will also be examined and lead to a discussion on how the elements of this strategy may be 

applied against Western nations such as Canada.  

In a final introductory note, it should be noted that unlike China’s Unrestricted Warfare, 

which advocates for the application of offensive and defensive operations using all means 

available at all levels and across all PMESII dimensions, Iran’s strategy is centered heavily on 

military capabilities, is primarily defensive in nature, and based on the deterrence of perceived 

adversaries
37

 instead of offensive warfare. In addition, the strategy also incorporates a ‘forward 

defence’ component that involves the use of elements such as proxies and sleeper cells to strike 

at an adversary’s strategic depth. Lastly, limited information concerning the Mosaic Defence 

strategy has been published to date. As such, the reasons, concepts, principles, and applications 

described within this chapter are based on expert strategist observations, analysis, and opinions 

of what is known of the strategy. 

Why Mosaic Defence? 

Similar to Unrestricted Warfare, Iran’s Mosaic Defence strategy was created and adopted 

to counter the US who Iran views as its greatest threat. In fact, much of the strategy has drawn 

significant doctrinal inspiration from China due to an Iranian perception that China has been able 

to effectively balance itself against the US
38

 through the use of asymmetric means. In addition, 

the increased friction between Iran and its Middle Eastern neighbours, as well as escalating 

tensions between itself and Israel, have been a significant catalyst of Iran’s doctrinal shift. 

Similar to the Chinese approach, in the creation of its own 360
o
 strategy, Iran has made 

exceptional use of observations collected throughout the analysis of several modern operations, 
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including its own war with Iraq from 1980-1988. From a modern operations perspective, the 

strategy encapsulates lessons drawn from Iranian observations of recent Western backed 

operations such as Operations Desert Storm and Iraqi Freedom (both Iraq) as well as Enduring 

Freedom (Afghanistan).  Lastly, the strategy also incorporates lessons learned and tactics 

employed by Hezbollah, a well-known proxy of the Islamic Republic, during its 2006 conflict 

with Israel in southern Lebanon.
39

 By analyzing these conflicts, Iran has identified that Western 

forces have demonstrated significant weakness when fighting against irregular forces. 

Furthermore, the weakness extends to the Western scientific community’s conceptual grasp and 

theoretical understanding of such forces.
40

 

In addition to the aforementioned, a significant contributor to the creation and adoption of 

the Mosaic Defence strategy is an Iranian acceptance that despite its ambitions, it is not a 

dominant regional military power
41

 and, perhaps more importantly, that it is desperately 

outmatched conventionally
42

 in comparison to its known and perceived adversaries. As a result 

of its analysis of the situation, Iran sees itself in a position of weakness vis-à-vis many of its 

likely adversaries, and therefore has elected to define success as effectively thwarting its 

adversaries’ goals.
43

 To accomplish this objective, Iran has taken stock of its significant military 

assets and capabilities, decentralized its military, begun the procurement of new weapon 

systems, and developed ingenious tactics and doctrine to enable the effective execution of 
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defensive warfare and improve its asymmetric warfare capabilities.
44

 In sum, for Iran, the 

adoption of an asymmetric based strategy is the best way to take advantage of its strengths and 

compensate for its lack of brute conventional power. 

From a defensive warfare perspective, Iran hopes to avoid protracted tactical 

engagements and enforce a protracted war that will result in human and material costs so 

unpalatable that an invader would be compelled to abandon their objectives and withdraw.
45

 To 

achieve this, Mosaic Defence focuses on the application of asymmetric warfare tactics via 

military means to establish an advantageous position over an adversary within a targeted domain. 

This last point highlights an important distinction between the Iranian and Chinese approaches to 

asymmetric warfare. Where China, as a great power, enjoys full access to the instruments of 

national power and openly uses all means available to create and capitalize on asymmetries, Iran, 

as a regional power with significant economic woes and instability, primarily employs the 

strength of its military instrument to influence targeted PMESII domains. This last statement is 

not meant to infer that Iran relies uniquely on its military instrument of national power; the 

regime is well known for its use of religion, media, diaspora and cultural diplomacy, and the 

leverage offered by its abundant hydrocarbon resources.  

The analysis has revealed that the creation and adoption of the Mosaic Defence strategy 

has as much to do with an outward looking observant Iran as it does with an inward looking self-

analyzing Iran. That is to say the strategy’s development and implementation is the result of an 

Iranian acceptance of its position within the global power hierarchy, observations related to past 

and on-going conflicts, an assessment of their own strengths and weaknesses, and an evaluation 
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of their current and expected future capabilities. In order to fully understand how Iran would 

apply the Mosaic Defence strategy, an understanding of several of its key concepts and principles 

is necessary.  

Concepts and Principles 

The Mosaic Defence strategy was designed to defend Iranian territory and to deter 

perceived adversaries from attacking and/or attempting an invasion of the homeland. Paramount 

to the successful application of this defence strategy is deterrence. In the conduct of deterrence 

operations, the strategy emphasizes the use of rhetoric, exaggeration, ambiguity, and obfuscation 

about Iran’s ability to exact a prohibitive cost from its potential aggressors, especially the US and 

it’s Western and regional allies.
46

 This point highlights the application of the forward defence 

component of the Mosaic Defence strategy. In simple terms, Iran aims to dissuade would be 

attackers by convincing them that an attack would be extremely costly in terms of the loss of 

human and/or material resources. This has been reinforced by frequent declarations that in its 

response to any attack, Iran will escalate, by targeting third parties and extra-regional targets and 

prolong the conflict so as to increase the costs on the aggressor.
47

 Any examination of Iranian 

deterrence would not be complete without a mention of how its nuclear program has been 

factored into its strategy. It is in fact Iran’s reliance on deterrence coupled with the 

acknowledgement of its conventional military inferiority that provides Iran the impetus to seek 

nuclear weapons.
48

 Considering these two factors, it should come as no surprise that Iran seeks 

nuclear weapons because the threat of nuclear reprisal is widely accepted and considered as the 

ultimate deterrent. 
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Understanding and accepting its conventional military inferiority in comparison to 

Western forces, should rhetorical deterrence fail, Iran would rely heavily on the application of 

asymmetric warfare tactics to enact its retribution and to defend the homeland. In fact, if the US, 

or any Western nation for that matter, were to attack the Islamic Republic, Iran has stated that it 

would not hesitate to employ asymmetric warfare tactics in order to increase casualty rates and 

negatively impact the economies and psyches of its adversary.
49

  

Much like Unrestricted Warfare, Iran’s asymmetric strategy encapsulates both 

traditionally accepted forms of asymmetric warfare and several ‘new forms of warfare’ such as 

media and information warfare, political warfare, economic warfare, cyber warfare, extortion, 

and psychological operations.
50

 Furthermore, Mosaic Defence advocates for the application of 

asymmetric warfare using proxies, such as Hezbollah, sleeper cells, and terrorists supported by 

the Iranian Quds Force, a sub-section of the IRGC who’s traditional role has been to cultivate 

and support terrorists abroad.
51

 In today’s context, the Quds Force now appears to be actively 

supporting both counter- insurgents and insurgents as demonstrated by their actions in Syria/Iraq 

and Yemen respectively. Finally, both the IRGC and the Iranian conventional military forces 

have undergone significant changes in order to optimise their ability to employ asymmetric 

warfare tactics whether in defence of the homeland or in the conduct of external operations. Most 

importantly, the tactics have been designed specifically with both the strengths of the Iranian 

forces and weaknesses of its perceived adversaries’ in mind. With a general understanding of the 
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concepts and principles associated with the Mosaic Defence strategy, the actual and potential 

applications of the strategy can now be examined.   

Mosaic Defence in Practice 

 Since the implementation of the Mosaic Defence strategy, no nation has openly attacked 

nor attempted to invade Iran’s territory. With this in mind, the discussion concerning the 

practical application of the strategy will focus on several examples of Iranian deterrence 

operations. Following this, an examination of both the Islamic Republic of Iran Navy (IRIN) and 

the IRGC Navy (IRGCN) including their tactics will be conducted in order to identify what 

Western nations may face in the event of an attack on Iran.  

In the application of deterrence operations, Iran combines, but does not limit itself to, 

official statements, well-publicized parades, set-piece exercises and shows of force, as well as 

tests of newly acquired advanced weapon systems, such as intermediate-range ballistic 

missiles.
52

 To the international audience, grandiose official statements by high-ranking Iranian 

officials have come to be expected. For example, in June 2008, a representative of Ayatollah 

Khamenei – the Supreme Leader of the Islamic Republic of Iran – announced that should the US 

or Israel attack Iran, “Tel Aviv and the US fleet in the Persian Gulf would be targets that would 

be set on fire in Iran’s crushing response”.
53

 This very bold official statement by a high-ranking 

Iranian official, clearly demonstrates the use of rhetoric, exaggeration, and ambiguity to foster 

deterrence. Additionally, Iranian naval assets regularly conduct exercises within the Persian Gulf 

and the Strait of Hormuz that occasionally include the test firing of new weaponry, such as anti-

ship cruise missiles or torpedoes. Most importantly, Iranian officials frequently release media 
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photographs or video of these exercises and weapons events.
54

 Given that any significant attack 

on Iran would most certainly involve the use of the Strait of Hormuz by Western naval forces, 

these media releases are clearly aimed at deterring the US and its Western allies. In combination 

with grandiose official statements, this example clearly demonstrates the Iranian application of 

media and information warfare to achieve deterrence. Finally, the threat of reprisal by nuclear 

attack cannot be overlooked when discussing Iranian deterrence operations. Testament to the 

success of Iran’s overall deterrence program, aside from Stuxnet – the computer worm that 

reportedly ruined almost one fifth of Iran’s nuclear centrifuges in 2010
55

 – the US, its Western 

allies, and Israel, have not physically attacked Iran since the adoption of the Mosaic Defence 

strategy. Instead they have opted to resolve their concerns about Iran’s nuclear program in a 

more peaceful manner through the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, diplomacy, and various 

sanctions, a move that some fear may have allowed Iran enough time to complete the work 

necessary to possess its first nuclear weapon by the end of 2015.
56

  

 As previously mentioned, to date, Iran is yet to release a copy of the Mosaic Defence 

strategy for public scrutiny. This fact, in conjunction with the lack of actual evidence 

demonstrating the tactics employed by Iran during an attack against it, makes an examination of 

their asymmetric strategy rather challenging. Currently, the vast majority of what is known about 

Mosaic Defence has been gleaned from the very mechanisms that Iran employs in the conduct of 

deterrence operations, such as official statements, exercises, and weapons tests.  
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The most openly advertised and discussed component of the strategy is that which is 

assigned to the IRIN and IRGCN. This is likely because Iranian planners are confident that any 

large-scale attack against the homeland will certainly involve the use of US and Western naval 

assets as well as the very narrow Strait of Hormuz. Furthermore, the IRGCN has significant 

experience in the application of asymmetric naval warfare tactics from its experience in the Iran-

Iraq war and has expended considerable effort to modernize them.
57

 These factors indicate that in 

the event of an attack, Iran plans to fight asymmetrically at sea using hit and run attacks with sea 

and land-launched anti-ship cruise missiles, mini-submarines, and suicide boats,
58

 as well as both 

massed and dispersed swarming attacks.
59

 In addition to attacking naval forces, Iran can also be 

expected to attack commercial shipping and/or attempt to close the Strait of Hormuz in order to 

disrupt the global economy. On a daily basis hundreds of internationally bound crude carriers 

and cargo ships
60

 pass through the Strait of Hormuz carrying more than 40 percent of the world’s 

internationally traded oil, approximately 17 million barrels per day or 20 percent of world oil 

demand.
61

 The potential threat to the global economy was exemplified in 2008 when General 

Jafari claimed that Iran would “impose controls on shipping in the vital Gulf oil route if 
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attacked.”
62

 Furthermore, in January 2012, following an announcement that the European Union 

was considering an embargo against Iranian crude imports, Iran threatened to completely close 

the Strait.
63

 An Iranian decision to close the Strait would not be taken easily; closing it would 

have a tremendously negative impact on the Iranian economy as well as global economies.
64

 

These two examples not only demonstrate Iranian deterrence operations but also foreshadow 

Iran’s actions in the event of an attack against it. More importantly, Iranian threats concerning 

the wholesale closure of the Strait and the threat of naval action against commercial shipping 

demonstrate Iran’s use of media and information warfare as well as its willingness to employ 

economic warfare.   

Mosaic Defence and Canada 

Notwithstanding any impact to the Canadian economy from an Iranian closure of the 

Strait of Hormuz, what other tactics relative to Mosaic Defence could Iran employ against 

Canada? Similar to the Chinese approach, Iran is already employing some forms of asymmetric 

warfare against Canada however, unlike the Chinese approach, Iran’s efforts are more so 

directed towards the establishment of the capacities necessary to enable the application of other 

forms of asymmetric warfare in the future. The discussion concerning the actual and potential 

employment of tactics associated with the strategy will focus on cyber warfare, the use of 

proxies, and sleeper cells.  

Traditionally, Iran’s objective within the cyber domain has been to erect a defensive 

‘electronic curtain’ aimed at isolating its population from the World Wide Web
65

 and protecting 

itself from external agencies attempting to probe the regime. Since the adoption of the Mosaic 
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Defence strategy however, Iran appears to have shifted from a defensive to an offensive posture 

in terms of its approach to cyberspace.
66

 As a result, Iran currently views cyber warfare as an 

effective tool to inflict significant damage on a militarily and technologically superior 

adversary.
67

 An important component of this doctrinal shift has been the creation of a ‘cyber 

army’.
68

 Linked to the IRGC, the ‘cyber army’ is responsible for the execution of attacks on sites 

and entities out of favour with the Iranian regime, including social networking sites and search 

engines.
69

 In a display of its offensive cyber warfare capabilities, in September 2012, the group 

successfully attacked a number of financial institutions in the US, including sites belonging to 

the Bank of America, Morgan Chase, and CitiGroup. With this newly demonstrated capability in 

mind, it is not unreasonable to believe that if hostilities were to escalate between Iran and the 

West, Iran would launch cyber-attacks against critical US and Western infrastructure including 

power generation stations, financial institutions, and transportation systems.
70

 These examples all 

demonstrate the forward defence component of Mosaic Defence and unquestionably demonstrate 

that since its adoption, Iran has taken significant steps to develop and implement the capabilities 

necessary to employ cyber warfare against its actual and perceived adversaries. 

 Iran has enjoyed a long track record of successfully employing proxies to achieve state 

goals. As such, it should come as no surprise that proxies are an essential component of Mosaic 

Defence. To Iran, the use of proxies is considered a ‘peripheral strategy’ intended to give 

strategic depth to homeland defence and, through the forward defence component of its strategy, 
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provide the regime the capability to take the fight deep into an adversary’s camp.
71

 Since the 

1979 Islamic Revolution, Iran has been responsible for countless terrorist plots either directly 

through regime agents or indirectly through proxies such as Hezbollah, Hamas, and Al-Qaeda.
72

 

Most recently, under the command of General Qassem Suleimani, commander of the Iranian Al-

Quds Brigade, Iranian proxies, including Hezbollah and several Iraqi Shiite militias, are 

currently being employed to fight against ISIS in both Iraq and Syria.
73

 These proxies are 

determined to retain influence over what Iran calls its ‘strategic extension,’ Syria,
74

 and to 

safeguard Iranian interests in the Shiite crescent.  Furthermore, the concept of forward defence is 

clearly demonstrated by the current Iranian support to Shiite Houthis’ fighting in Yemen. Lastly, 

it is not inconceivable that proxy forces could also be used to carry out attacks against Western 

homelands and interests abroad in the event of a future conflict.
75

  

In addition to the use of proxies, Mosaic Defence calls for the employment of sleeper 

cells. Embedded within Western societies, sleeper cells remain dormant, living like regular 

members of society until activated to carry out terrorist attacks. In January 2012, US intelligence 

revealed that Iran has been actively establishing sleeper cells designed to attack US and allied 

interests in the event of war. Additionally, for several years, Canada’s intelligence service has 

warned of the Iranian embassy’s efforts to threaten and blackmail some of the approximately 
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100,000 Iranians living in Canada to cooperate with the regime.
76

 Diaspora cooperation could 

include either/both passive and active roles in constructive or destructive capacities. 

Constructively, Iranian diaspora’s could be employed to actively influence receiver nation 

foreign policies. Meanwhile, from a destructive perspective, those that ‘cooperate’ could be 

called upon to carry out Iranian sanctioned bombings, kidnappings, and assassinations on 

Canadian soil.
77

 Although only three forms of asymmetric warfare relevant to Mosaic Defence 

were discussed, it is critical to understand that Iran could employ any number of the various 

forms available to them in an attack against Canada. 

Conclusion  

The presented case study identified that from an Iranian perspective, the Mosaic Defence 

strategy is necessary in order for Iran to counter its greatest perceived threat, the US. The 

analysis also demonstrated that the strategy could be applied against America’s Western allies 

and Israel. The adoption of this asymmetrically based strategy is the result of an Iranian 

acceptance of its position within the global power hierarchy, several contemporary post-conflict 

observations, an assessment of their own and their adversaries’ strengths and weaknesses, and an 

evaluation of their current and future capabilities. Unique to the Iranian 360
o
 strategy is its heavy 

reliance on military capabilities, its primarily defensive focus, and its significant emphasis on 

deterrence. Lastly, Iran’s regional power status coupled with its economic woes and instability, 

are a significant factor in their decision to rely on their military instrument of national power to 

influence targeted PMESII domains.  
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The analysis of the Mosaic Defence strategy revealed that Iran has actively been 

employing media and information warfare to conduct deterrence operations and to warn Western 

nations about the actions they will take should they be attacked. Using the IRIN and IRGCN, 

Iran will not only use advanced asymmetric warfare tactics and state of the art weapon systems 

to attack naval forces, they will also attack commercial shipping within the Strait of Hormuz; 

effectively waging economic warfare. Additionally, a discussion concerning the Iranian 

application of cyber warfare, proxies, and sleeper cells, revealed several areas within which 

Canada may be vulnerable to attack in the future. Most importantly, in combination, these points 

clearly demonstrate that Mosaic Defence is in fact a 360
o
 strategy similar in logic to China’s 

Unrestricted Warfare. In terms of capabilities however, Iran’s strategy falls short in comparison 

to the Chinese counterpart. Regardless, Mosaic Defence, much like Unrestricted Warfare, both 

significantly challenge Western conventional military and economic superiority. Finally, it is 

worth restating that limited information concerning this strategy has been published to date. 

Resultantly, the concepts and principles as well as the potential applications are largely based on 

expert strategist analysis of what information has been gleaned from official Iranian statements 

and demonstrations. 
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CHAPTER 3: ISIS – THE NON-STATE INNOVATOR CASE STUDY 

With the analysis of a great power (China) and regional power (Iran) complete, in order 

to fully understand the extent of asymmetrical challengers to Western security, the focus of the 

paper will now shift to the non-state innovator (ISIS).  

In June 2014, in an efficient, well-publicized military campaign marked by the retreat of 

terrified US trained Iraqi soldiers, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), a Sunni jihadist 

group, seized control of a substantial portion of Iraq’s sovereign territory.
78

 In addition to this 

seized portion of Iraq, ISIS previously seized and now controls approximately one third of 

neighbouring Syria. In total, the group’s territorial control now spans an area approximately the 

size of Great Britain. As a non-state red-actor, with limited access and control over resources in 

comparison to those of a nation state,
79

 how did ISIS manage to make such significant territorial 

gains in such a short period of time? Through the application of well-designed 360
o
 strategy, 

similar in terms of logic to those of China and Iran, the group effectively employed military and 

non-military means to create and capitalize on asymmetries in order to influence its operating 

environment and achieve its definitive goal; the reestablishment of an Islamic Caliphate.
80

  

Similar to the Chinese and Iranian case studies, the non-state innovator case study will 

examine and define the fundamental reasons that have prompted ISIS to develop and adopt the 

strategy it has. In addition, several key concepts and principles associated with the group’s 

approach will be discussed in order to fully understand the components and application of their 

strategy. Several tactics and capabilities associated with the strategy will also be examined and 
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lead to a discussion on how the elements of their approach can be, and are being, applied to 

achieve the organizations goals and what impact they may have on Western nations like Canada.   

In a final note, it should be recognized that since its creation ISIS has renamed itself 

several times. Its most recent renaming occurred on June 30
th

, 2014 when, after its 

announcement concerning the reestablishment of the Caliphate, the group declared itself ‘the 

Islamic State’ (IS). In addition, although not an exhaustive list, the group – an off-shoot of al 

Qaeda in Iraq (AQI) – has been known as the Islamic State of Iraq (ISI), the Islamic State of Iraq 

and the Levant (ISIL), and by the Arabic acronym ‘Daesh’ or ‘Da’esh.’ In order to not legitimize 

the group’s declaration of an Islamic Caliphate however,
81

 they are still commonly referred to as 

ISIS or ISIL in Western circles. For the purposes of this chapter, and throughout the rest of this 

paper, the group will be referred to as ISIS except in cases where an alternate name is important 

to the point being argued. 

Why has ISIS selected this strategy?  

Similar to the Chinese and Iranian strategies, ISIS’s strategy incorporates tactics derived 

from the observation of past conflicts, especially those involving jihadist elements. That is to 

say, in this particular case, the observations are more specific to jihadist successes and failures 

than analytical of adversary tactics however, the group’s understanding of the lack of Western 

organizational and intellectual capacity to deal with this brand of threat is also considered. ISIS 

emerged from the mind of Abu Musab al Zarqawi, a Jordanian thug-turned-terrorist who 

emphasized and advocated for a particularly brutal and sectarian approach to the execution of 

jihad. Much of Zarqawi’s inspiration came from an important jihadi text written in 2004 titled 

Idarat al Tawahhush, or in English, The Management of Savagery: The Most Critical Stage 

Through Which the Ummah Will Pass. Attributed to an al Qaeda division devoted to research and 
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analysis, the text is a compilation of lessons learned from previous jihadist failures, as well as an 

advancement in thinking about the movement’s future direction. In addition to this text, Zarqawi 

was also significantly influenced by A Call to a Global Islamic Resistance, a 1,600-page book 

written by Abu Musab al Suri, a well-known jihadi ideologue.
82

  

ISIS’s ultimate goal is the establishment and maintenance of an Islamic Caliphate. This 

end state is not uncommon among Islamic extremist organizations however, unlike the masses 

who believe that the time is not yet right for such a declaration,
83

 ISIS believed that in June 2014 

the time could not have been better. The group saw the existing Sunni-Shiite divide in Iraq and 

Syria as an excellent opportunity to apply its violent sectarian execution of jihad and exacerbate 

the situation. Furthermore, with the intention of invigorating, mobilizing, and gaining support 

from Sunnis writ large, ISIS actively endeavored to portray Shiite dominated governments, such 

as Bashar al Assad’s Alawi-led government in Syria and Nouri al Malaki’s Shiite-led 

government in Iraq, as oppressors of Sunni populations. Through these two distinct lines of 

operation ISIS aimed to widen the Sunni-Shiite divide and encourage an increasingly violent 

civil war that legitimizes the need to establish an independent Sunni dominated state. Given their 

current scope of operations and future intentions, it is perhaps more realistic to describe ISIS’s 

main objective as the establishment of a ‘civilization war’ more so than a civil war. 

From an international perspective, it can be argued that the group’s portrayal of itself as a 

brutally violent jihadist movement is intended to dissuade international intervention within the 

region and especially within Iraq and Syria however; ISIS’s selection of this particular 

component of their strategy is actually meant to accomplish the exact opposite and more. 

Through the demonstration of extreme brutality, such as beheadings and actions that are against 
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Western ideals, including the oppression of free speech and freedom of religion, ISIS intends to 

draw the US, and its Western allies, into a series of protracted conflicts that will last for decades 

and ultimately destroy their image of invincibility.
84

 Furthermore, using this same propaganda 

campaign, ISIS intends to mobilize the proverbial ‘Arab street’ in order to recruit new fighters 

and supporters.
85

 Combined, these two points highlight the multifaceted nature of ISIS’s 

propaganda campaign and, perhaps more importantly, validate its application of a 360
o
 strategy. 

These last two paragraphs highlight an important distinction between the two previously 

discussed 360
o
 strategies and ISIS’s; most notably ISIS’s advocacy for, and depiction of, 

extreme brutality versus the antecedents less violent approaches. Despite this distinction 

however, ISIS’s strategy is nonetheless aimed at nullifying Western conventional military and 

economic superiority through the application of a multifaceted 360
o
 approach. 

Concepts and Principles 

 

In its online English-language magazine entitled Dabiq, ISIS describes its grand strategy 

as predicated upon the application of military force to establish physical control before political 

and religious authority are attained.
86

 In the execution of its grand strategy, ISIS has 

systematically followed a five step process, designed by Zarqawi, consisting of hijrah 

(emigration), jama’ah (congregate), destabilize taghut (tyrants), tamkin (consolidation), and 

khilafah (Caliphate).
87

 Furthermore, throughout this process, the organization has consistently 
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relied on the application of the stages of jihadist struggle outlined in The Management of 

Savagery. These stages include Disruption and Exhaustion where a terrorist group damages the 

economy of enemy powers and demoralizes their population through attack and propaganda; 

Management of Savagery, a phase of violent resistance with an emphasis on carrying out acts of 

highly visible violence, intended to send a message to both allies and enemies, and; 

Empowerment which sees the establishment of regions controlled by jihadists which can 

subsequently grow and unite toward the goal of re-creating the Caliphate.
88

 Based on ISIS’s June 

30
th

 Caliphate declaration, it is clear that the group believes that they have reached the final step 

of their strategy, at least as it applies to Iraq and Syria.  

In the application of the aforementioned process, ISIS has placed significant emphasis on 

its military strategy, internal policy, communications strategy, and governance however, due to 

space constraints, only the group’s military and communications strategies will be discussed. 

Militarily, ISIS’s operations can generally be divided into two lines of operation: first, mass 

casualty urban attacks that target Shiites, Alawi Muslims, and other minority groups, and second, 

a concerted campaign of attrition against military opponents’ capabilities and morale.
 89

 From a 

communications perspective, the effective use of social media and exploitation of international 

media attention is of significant importance to ISIS’s strategy. Its importance is highlighted by 

the fact that the group communicates in multiple languages and has several central media 

departments that are actively involved in the production of propaganda like Dabiq, media 
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messaging, and on social media.
90

 Both individually and combined, the group’s military and 

communications strategies validate that, similar to China and Iran, ISIS has adopted and is 

employing a multidimensional 360
o 
strategy. 

Finally, similar to the previous two case studies, ISIS’s strategy also encapsulates both 

traditionally accepted forms of asymmetric warfare and several ‘new forms of warfare’ identified 

by the Chinese including media and information warfare, political warfare, social warfare, 

economic warfare, cultural warfare, cyber warfare, and extortion. Furthermore, the group has 

also established sleeper cells and called on Western jihadists to conduct ‘lone wolf attacks’ as 

described in A Call to a Global Islamic Resistance.
91

  

ISISs Strategy in Practice 

Before discussing the application of the group’s strategy it is important to note that 

according to Dabiq, the first three steps of Zarqawi’s plan, namely emigration, congregate, and 

destabilize tyrants, were completed when AQI rebranded itself ISI in 2010.
92

 Despite this 

statement, the linear step-by-step nature of the plan,
93

 and more importantly the group’s 2015 

declaration concerning the reestablishment of the Caliphate (step five), all five steps are still 

being executed today. This indicates that Zarqawi’s plan is not in fact linear, but instead circular 

allowing for infinite iterations of the process to achieve the group’s ultimate goal – a global 

Caliphate or world domination.
94

 With this in mind, the discussion concerning the practical 
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application of ISIS’s strategy will focus on how the group employs extreme violence as well as 

its communications strategy to manipulate support from the global Muslim population. 

Extreme brutality plays a key role in ISIS’s strategy however, it is most prevalent within 

steps three and four, destabilize tyrants and consolidation respectively. During step three, the 

group aims to break down state boundaries and generate the conditions for civil war.
95

 Testament 

to their success, over the last several years, ISIS has expanded considerably in Iraq and Syria 

through a deliberate and methodical strategy aimed at stoking sectarian conflict by brutally 

attacking Shiites, exploiting political weakness, and exerting efficient and brutal military 

power.
96

 Recently, several Islamist groups from Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Nigeria, pledged 

allegiance
97

 to ISIS indicating that the group’s ideology is expanding and so too may its territory. 

Although Dabiq claims this step to be complete, the above example and graphics shared on 

social media highlight ISIS’s expansionist intentions and indicate that Jordan and Saudi Arabia 

are their next targets.
98

 Collectively these examples demonstrate both the realization of the final 

stage of jihadist struggle (Empowerment) and the application of political and social warfare as 

well as validate the theory that ISIS’s strategy is circular. Most importantly, they demonstrate a 

comparable asymmetric logic in terms of multidimensional integration to both the Chinese and 

Iranian 360
o
 strategies. 

During the consolidation phase, Dabiq explains that operations are conducted in order to 

pave the way for the claiming of territory.
99

 Throughout its territory grab in Iraq and Syria, ISIS 

unquestionably demonstrated extreme brutality. For example, in August 2014 following the 
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seizure of the Tabqa airbase in Syria, the group is known to have executed some 250 captured 

soldiers in the surrounding desert.
100

 Additionally, in November 2014 near Hit, Iraq, the Iraqi 

Government reported that ISIS executed 322 members of a Sunni tribe known for their fighting 

skill and opposed to the group’s ideology. Most shockingly, this particular mass killing included 

the execution of women and children from the tribe.
101

 These examples clearly demonstrate that 

within the territory they have claimed, the group has made use of public brutality to convey its 

authority over areas of control, to show its strength, and to threaten any individuals, groups, or 

states that challenge its ideology.
102

 Furthermore, these examples also validate the group’s use of 

several stages of jihadist struggle described above, namely Disruption and Exhaustion and 

Management of Savagery. There is no question that the use and depiction of violence are among 

the most important elements of ISIS’s strategy
103

 however, aside from public displays of 

violence, what other tools does ISIS use to depict its violent jihadi actions and spread its 

ideology?   

Among Islamic extremist organizations, ISIS has demonstrated the most understanding, 

projected the most power, and shown the most innovation with technology and media.
104

 This 

fact has been consistently demonstrated throughout the group’s evolution and especially in 

support of step one of its strategy; emigration. Prior to the reestablishment of the Caliphate, and 
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to this day, the group uses social media as its main recruiting tool. To ensure it reaches as many 

would-be recruits as possible, ISIS employs multiple social media platforms including Twitter, 

Facebook, Instagram, and Ask.fm.
105

 In fact, until August 2014, ISIS outperformed all other 

militant groups using Twitter.
106

 Since June 2015, ISIS has expanded both its media and social 

media related activities as well as its call for Muslims and supporters to emigrate to the 

Caliphate. In the first edition of Dabiq for example, the leader of ISIS, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, 

encourages doctors, engineers, scholars, and specialists to emigrate. This same message is 

reiterated in the second issue with the amplification to bring one’s entire family; parents, 

siblings, spouses, and children. Lastly, in the third issue, a ten page feature encouraging 

emigration
107

 not only demonstrates the group’s use of media and information warfare but, also 

validates the non-linearity of their strategy. There is no doubt that ISIS has effectively used 

media and social media to entice recruits and encourage emigration. 

Operations during the consolidation phase of ISIS’s strategy are heavily reliant on media 

and social media resources. The group has demonstrated a masterful understanding of 

propaganda and social media use, producing a multidimensional global campaign across multiple 

platforms. As with Twitter, ISIS uses YouTube and other video sharing platforms to spread 

visual and often brutally violent graphic messages aimed at instilling fear in its enemies and 

invigorating its supporters.
108

 Just prior to its assault on Northern Iraq for example, ISIS released 

the fourth installment of its propaganda video series, entitled The Clanging of the Swords, which 
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depicted the mass execution of previously captured Iraqi soldiers. When ISIS reached Mosul 

several weeks later, many Iraqi troops defending the city turned and ran. Some Western analysts 

and many ISIS supporters credit the timely release of this video for inspiring the fear that 

resulted in the retreat.
109

 The previously discussed mass execution of Syrian soldiers at Tabqa 

airbase was likely produced with similar intentions.  

In a final point, ISIS also uses video sharing platforms to spread ‘happier’ forms of 

propaganda showing the Caliphate as a safe haven where good Muslims can bring their families, 

settle, and enjoy the life they deserve.
110

 Often overlooked by the West, this softer component of 

their strategy is aimed at reaching out and securing support from the global Muslim population; a 

form of Islamic State diaspora. Despite not having a true diaspora by definition, this ‘diaspora’ 

engagement component of their strategy is comparable to both the Chinese and Iranian strategies. 

The above examples demonstrate the efficacy of ISIS’s media and social media based 

propaganda campaigns as well as validate the group’s use of the principles associated with the 

Management of Savagery. Through the effective application of media and information warfare, 

ISIS has been able to distribute its messages, both positive and negative, to manipulate its 

enemies as well as its ‘diaspora.’ Lastly, the group has demonstrated similar asymmetric logic as 

other, more advanced red-actors. 

ISIS’s Strategy and Canada 

 From the discussion above, it is clear that the use and depiction of extreme violence are 

central to ISIS’s strategy. Given this fact, what purpose do these two elements serve in the 

application of the group’s strategy in Western nations like Canada?  To examine this question, 
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the discussion that follows will focus on how the group uses violence in conjunction with its 

communications strategy to instill fear and submission among blue-actors, provoke intervention, 

and recruit foreign fighters. 

Earlier in this chapter, it was argued that through the portrayal of extreme brutality, ISIS 

intends to draw Western nations into a series of protracted conflicts that will ultimately weaken 

them, open them to attack, and increase popular support for the group’s jihad. To accomplish this 

objective, ISIS employs a highly effective propaganda machine that churns out chilling videos of 

beheadings and mass killings that terrorize its enemies and energize its support base. In fact, it 

can be argued that the manipulation of fear through the application of the concepts relevant to the 

Management of Savagery is perhaps the group’s most potent tool.
111

 ISIS has released countless 

high-quality online videos depicting the brutal beheadings of their captives; typically journalists, 

aid workers, or soldiers from opposition states. These gruesome videos have included both 

individual and mass executions such as that of James Foley, the American journalist, in August 

2014 and the mass execution of Syrian pilots in November 2014 respectively.
112

 Testament to the 

success of this online video campaign, atrocities being reported via social media from within Iraq 

and Syria, and the group’s declared expansionist ambitions, ISIS has successfully drawn 62 

nations into a coalition led by the US.
113

  

Notwithstanding what was previously discussed concerning the use of media and social 

media to encourage support and emigration to the Caliphate, another critically important 

outcome of this phase of the group’s strategy is the recruitment of foreign fighters; an aspect of 
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ISIS’s strategy very similar in logic to its Chinese and Iranian counterparts. Although a 

substantial portion of ISIS’s foreign recruitment strategy is geared towards securing new fighters 

to directly support the Caliphate, common to all three strategies is the development of a diaspora 

based foreign support network poised to carry out kinetic and non-kinetic actions in support of 

the state. As important as the aforementioned gruesome videos are to provoking Western nations, 

they are equally, if not more important to ISIS’s marketing, manipulation, and recruitment 

campaigns.
114

 In fact, the vast majority of ISIS’s propaganda and messaging have been 

disproportionately slanted towards foreign fighters, both in content and target audience.
115

  

Testament to the positive impact that these videos have had on recruitment, between 

November 2014 and February 2015, the estimated total number of foreign fighters within ISIS’s 

ranks increased from 16,000 to 20,000. Within that same three month period, the total number of 

Western foreign fighters increased by 700, rising from 2,700 to 3,400.
116

 Social media has also 

played an important role in the group’s foreign fighter recruitment campaign. Unlike other 

groups’ jihadist messages, which are typically only provided through official channels and by 

designated leaders, ISIS allows its fighters and supporters to individually contribute to the 

group’s campaign via social media. Through applications such as Instagram, Twitter, and 

Ask.fm, foreign fighters narrate personal stories and provide details of their daily lives. This 

‘democratization of messaging’ has proven highly effective, ultimately improving the sincerity 

of the recruitment message because it comes from a fighter on the battlefield instead of an 

isolated leader.
117

 Undoubtedly, through the depiction of extreme violence and social media 
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messaging, ISIS has bolstered its numbers and successfully recruited many thousands of foreign 

fighters.     

Conclusion 

 The presented non-state innovator case study identified that ISIS’s strategy, the 

brainchild of Abu Musab al Zarqawi, was spawned from keen observation and several jihadi 

texts including The Management of Savagery and A Call to Global Islamic Resistance. In the 

application of its strategy, the case study identified that ISIS has used extreme violence to 

effectively stoke sectarian conflict, exploit political weakness, and exert its particularly brutal 

form of military power. It further identified how the group has innovatively and effectively used 

media and social media to project its ideological beliefs, promote emigration to the Caliphate, 

and terrorize its enemies while energizing its ‘diaspora.’ From a Western perspective, the case 

study revealed how ISIS has used the depiction of extreme violence via media and social media 

to instill fear, provoke Western intervention, and recruit foreign fighters. Finally, throughout the 

application of its strategy, unquestionably the group has effectively employed the stages of 

jihadist struggle outlined in The Management of Savagery. 

Similar to the previous case studies, the analysis determined that ISIS’s strategy is 

founded on observations from previous conflicts – albeit more so from a jihadist perspective, – 

has a significant diaspora engagement aspect, and is based on the application of several ‘new 

forms of warfare’ such as political, social, and media and information warfare. In combination, 

the level of multidimensional integration and asymmetric logic demonstrated by ISIS is 

consistent with the Chinese and Iranian 360
o
 strategies. As such, it merits the same designation 

and consideration in terms of threat to Western security as do its red-actor counterparts. 
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In a final concluding point, the analysis throughout the case study identified that, despite 

statements by ISIS, the group continues to execute each step of its strategy due to its 

expansionist objectives. This validates the theory that ISIS’s strategy is not in fact linear, as 

designed by Zarqawi and depicted in Dabiq, but is instead circular, allowing for infinite 

iterations of the process as the group endeavours to achieve its ultimate goal – the establishment 

of a global Caliphate. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE ASYMMETRIC STRATEGY PHENOMENON –  

THE WEST’S ROLE 

 

From the analysis presented in the three previous case studies, it is clear that red-actors 

are actively endeavouring to leverage existing asymmetries between themselves and their actual 

and/or perceived adversaries. In addition, these same state and non-state actors are not only 

working to create new asymmetries but, also combining multiple asymmetric approaches in 

order to nullify the West’s technological and economic superiority, thereby establishing the 

conditions necessary to achieve their individual strategic goals. Just as there are two sides to 

every coin, so too are there two sides to the apparent increase in the prevalence of asymmetric 

strategies among red-actors. That is to say that the role of blue-actors cannot be discounted as a 

significant contributor to this phenomenon.  

The presented analogy raises important questions worthy of analysis in the determination 

of the conditions that have led to the increase in the adoption of asymmetric strategies among 

red-actors. For example, what roles have Western governments and societies played in the 

realization of this phenomenon? In addition, what conditions have led red-actors to develop and 

adopt DIME based multidimensional strategies aimed at creating and/or exploiting weaknesses 

within Western PMESII dimensions?  

In order to address these questions, this chapter will focus on determining and analysing 

the factors that have both enabled and encouraged red-actors to discard conventional military 

based strategies and adopt asymmetrically based alternatives. If the presented analogy is true, 

then the apparent rise in the prevalence of asymmetric strategies has as much to do with red-actor 

observations and ingenuity, as they have to do with the lack of Western organizational and 

intellectual preparedness to deal with them. As such, for the remainder of this chapter, the 

discussion will focus on Western organizational and intellectual preparedness with the objective 
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of identifying what essential components comprise an appropriate counter-asymmetric strategy 

necessary to defend Canada.  

Organizational Preparedness 

In order to examine Western organizational preparedness, it is first important to 

understand why red-actors believe that within this realm the West is vulnerable. From the 

presented case studies, red-actors appear to derive their motivation to develop and implement 

asymmetric strategies based on two consistent themes. First, there is a common perception 

among red-actors that the West has a tendency to rely on what has worked for them in the past; 

namely their economic, technological, and military superiority. Second, despite the West’s 

intentions concerning ‘Whole of Government’ approaches, as of yet, Western nations have failed 

to institutionalize a truly integrated multidimensional approach that would enable them to 

counter asymmetric strategies.   

The Western reliance on ‘tried and tested solutions’ is directly linked to the development 

and adoption of asymmetric strategies by red-actors. To highlight this point consider the military 

institution, which receives constant criticism for its continual preparation to fight the last war. 

The reasons for doing so are understandable; military institutions are generally conservative in 

nature and abhorrent to change as a result of the comfort and logic associated with the 

maintenance of doctrine, equipment, tactics, and procedures, all of which have proven successful 

in previous combat operations.
118

 Given the track record of success, the relative technological 

and conventional military dominance enjoyed by the West, and the significant degree of risk 

associated with change, the described institutional reluctance appears, at first glance, to be 

justified. It is important to remember however, that in all three case studies the development of 
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each actor’s asymmetric strategy is closely linked to observations and lessons learned from 

previous operations involving Western forces. The lack of change in the application of 

technologically dominated conventional military tactics by Western nations has encouraged the 

development of strategies that aim to offset the air, intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, 

and other technological advantages that have previously made this approach so successful.
119

 

Iran’s plan, if attacked, to disperse its military forces and blend them into society, Hezbollah’s 

success against Israel in the 2006 conflict in southern Lebanon, as well as ISIS’s emphasis on 

conducting urban operations are all examples of red-actor efforts to negate the technological and 

conventional military superiority of Western foes.    

 Just as red-actor asymmetric strategies are not limited to military and asymmetric warfare 

tactics; neither is the development of these strategies limited to individual DIME elements. The 

presented case studies identified that central to each red-actor strategy is the combination of 

individual asymmetric approaches into a focused multidimensional approach that aims to nullify 

the conventional military and economic superiority that Western nations possess. It is indeed this 

multidimensional approach that aims to capitalize on the lack of Western organizational 

preparedness within traditionally ignored PMESII dimensions such as Information, Social, and 

Infrastructure. This is because, from the perspective of red-actors, despite significant verbal and 

written political discourse among Western nations concerning the need for an aptly named 

‘Whole of Government’ approach, little has actually been accomplished in terms of 

institutionalising an integrated strategy that combines the multiple instruments of national power 

to effect all PMESII dimensions.  
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This fact is exemplified by the paradoxical nature of Canadian policies as they relate to 

China. On one hand, the Government has expanded the nation’s economic relationship with 

China, while on the other they have experienced significant difficulty in advancing Canadian 

foreign policy objectives such as international rule of law, democracy, human rights and 

religious freedom. In 2007, Jason Kenney, now the Minister of National Defence, stated that in 

his opinion “Canada can trade with China without sacrificing our strong belief in human 

rights.”
120

 There is no question that this is true; Canadian sentiments concerning human rights 

are unaffected by economic trade with China but, what about advancing Canadian foreign policy 

objectives in China?  

This struggle to strike the right balance between the promotion of trade and investment with 

China and security and human rights agendas demonstrates a lack of integration between 

governmental departments.
121

  

 In addition, the recent Social Media and Cyber-Influence Conference, held at the Centre 

for National Security Studies, demonstrated that an equivalent lack of integration exists between 

Canadian governmental departments and their sub-organizations. Several academic and defence 

professional lecturers discussed this very problem, identifying that from a Canadian perspective, 

departments and sub-organizations tend to work in ‘silos,’ demonstrating minimal to no 

integration whatsoever. Furthermore, the lectures also identified that the level of integration only 
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worsens when considering the relationship between government departments and private sector 

firms.
122

  

Without an institutionalized multidimensional strategy, the individual instruments of 

national power work in isolation from one another and are not integrated to formulate what Basil 

Liddell Hart refers to as a Grand Strategy. In a revised edition of his book, Strategy, Liddell Hart 

explains that the role of Grand Strategy, or higher strategy, is to coordinate and direct all the 

resources of a nation, or band of nations, towards the attainment of the political object of a 

particular war.
123

 It is important to note that in the traditional context, Grand Strategies are 

considered limited to Great Powers or Great Alliances.
124

 To address this issue, many scholars 

have developed a more contemporary definition that describes Grand Strategy as a 

multidimensional strategy designed to achieve an actor’s long-term goals by improving their 

security and increasing their relative power.
125

 Understanding that Liddell Hart’s Grand Strategy 

theory is limited as described above, and taking into account the many similarities between the 

traditional and contemporary understanding of the term, it can be argued that ‘Whole of 

Government’ approaches, or 360
o
 strategies, are in fact synonymous with Grand Strategy 

because at their core, they refer to the same thing – the use of all means available to achieve the 

strategic objectives of state and non-state actors.
126

 As such, for the remainder of this paper, 
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Grand Strategy should be understood in its modern context inclusive of the aforementioned 

synonymous relationship.   

In a discussion concerning Grand Strategy as it relates to Canada, Senator Hugh Segal 

once described the “vital requirement for Canada to develop a ‘grand strategy for a small 

country’ that integrates military, diplomatic, and foreign aid instruments…into real plans and 

models that maximize the ability of each to engage constructively on Canada’s behalf, and that 

enhance the leverage of a combined application where appropriate and helpful.” While not 

inclusive of all of the instruments of national power, Segal clearly understood the value of the 

‘Whole of Government’ approach in the achievement of a ‘small country’s grand strategy’ 

however, this approach is not yet something that Canada has been able to execute.
127

 Although 

this statement is specific to Canada, it can be applied to many other Western nations with equal 

validity. As a result of a lack of organizational preparedness, Canada and many other Western 

nations have exposed vulnerabilities that red-actors are actively seeking to target through the 

application of their 360
o
 strategies. 

The discussion concerning the organizational preparedness of Western nations has 

identified several important points. First, common to China’s superpower ambitions, Iran’s 

desire to be a regional power, and ISIS’s ambition to re-establish and expand an Islamic 

Caliphate, is that all three actors have unquestionably developed multidimensional 360
o
 

strategies geared towards enabling them to sidestep Western conventional military and economic 

superiority and more importantly, take advantage of the lack of Western organizational 

preparedness to prevent them from doing so. Second, by relying on ‘tried and tested solutions,’ 

red-actors have been able to observe and categorize the Western approach to various challenges 

and have developed their strategies to negate Western military, technological, and economic 
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superiority. Third, as a result of the lack of an organizationally based ‘Whole of Government’ 

approach, red-actors have optimized their 360
o
 strategies to create vulnerabilities and place 

Western nations on the defensive; effectively forcing them to play catch-up in several PMESII 

dimensions. Finally, and most importantly, the discussion has identified that a key component of 

an appropriate counter-asymmetric strategy necessary to defend Canada is the institutionalization 

of an integrated multidimensional or ‘Whole of Government’ approach that serves to accomplish 

the nations Grand Strategy.   

Intellectual Preparedness 

Over the last several decades the prevalence of asymmetric strategies has increased 

significantly, appearing in recent years to have taken on an almost exponential rise in popularity. 

There are several contributing factors that have led to this increase however, among the most 

important, and often the least discussed, is the lack of intellectual preparedness among Western 

nations. From a red-actor perspective, the common premise is that asymmetric logic is not an 

integral part of Western governmental or societal thought processes. 

Chief among the reasons for this lack of intellectual preparation is a lack of threat 

appreciation. It is the lack of appreciation for certain types of threats that result in asymmetries. 

This is because most unappreciated threats are asymmetric in nature. In fact, the asymmetric 

character of such threats contributes to their not being appreciated.
128

  This lack of threat 

appreciation results from the fact that, to the West, asymmetric threats do not fall within the 

category of what constitutes a legitimate threat. These threats are less kinetic, less direct, and less 

immediate and therefore, based on Western actions to counter them, less important to deal with. 

Together, these two points indicate a lack of intellectual appreciation for asymmetric threats and 

validate the red-actor belief that blue-actors are ill prepared to counter them.  In order to examine 
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the contribution of Western intellectual preparedness as it relates to the rise in asymmetric 

strategies among red-actors, the Western mindset will now be examined from both a cultural and 

technological perspective. 

There is a tendency among Western nations to confront the challenge of asymmetric 

warfare without a proper recognition or understanding of their own cultural biases. An 

appreciation for the fact that other civilizations may look at conflict from a fundamentally 

different perspective is something that is not only foreign to the West but, wholly counter-

intuitive.
129

 Among Western nations for example, the contemporary understanding of conflict is 

impregnated with ‘the Western paradigm of war’: the confrontation between states sharing 

equivalent cultural and ideological concepts. This understanding however, is nothing more than 

an ethnocentric and simplistic vision of warfare and one that reflects imperfectly the reality and 

restraints of contemporary conflict.
130

 To highlight this point, consider the concept of jus in bello 

(just conduct in war). This branch of international law defines how a war should be fought once 

it begins; it is based on customary law, recognized practices of war, treaty laws, and is supported 

by the Geneva Conventions.
131

 These same concepts are what drive the Western mindset; the 

belief that future wars will follow a highly stylized and ritualized form of warfare and be fought 

by soldiers vaccinated with Western moral and behavioural codes.
132

  

In contrast, consider the asymmetric strategy case studies presented earlier in this paper. 

The Chinese and Iranian strategies both advocate for the use of what Unrestricted Warfare terms 
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‘new forms of warfare’ including, but not limited to, economic and diplomatic warfare as well as 

terrorism, kidnaping, and assassinations. Meanwhile, in the execution of its strategy, ISIS 

regularly demonstrates the application of the latter grouping and other equally brutal ‘new 

forms.’ For any person who possesses even a basic understanding of the Geneva Conventions, 

there is little doubt that the presented red-actor 360
o
 strategies are not based on the principles 

associated with jus in bello. The assumption that future wars will be fought against enemies that 

follow and respect Western cultural norms is clearly incorrect. Regardless of this fact however, 

across the spectrum of conflict, the actors of Western industrialized democracies will still be 

expected to uphold the principles and values that are fundamental to their societies.
133

 These last 

two points highlight the main reason why red-actors have selected the strategies they have; 

Western intellectual rigidity concerning future warfare has left the West vulnerable to 

unappreciated alternate forms of warfare. In addition, Western obtuseness concerning the 

mindset of adversaries has been allowed to permeate the West’s strategic thinking,
134

 resulting in 

an advantage for non-culturally aligned forces to capitalize on. Finally, this same obtuseness 

contributes to the lack of appropriate threat appreciation described earlier, and ultimately leaves 

Western nations prone to asymmetric vulnerability.  

Another tendency among Western nations is to confront the asymmetric warfare 

challenge using a technologically based approach. This tendency is highlighted by the techno-

centric approach taken by Israel in its 2006 conflict against Hezbollah and Hamas
135

 and more 

recently by US-led coalition actions to fight ISIS in Iraq and Syria. Given the clear relationship 

between cultural biases and the selection of asymmetric strategies by red-actors, why do Western 
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nations choose to approach this challenge from a technological perspective? For the better part of 

the 20th century, technological advancement offered fighting forces unparalleled dominance 

over the battlespace. In due course, faith in the efficacy of technology and scientific 

methodology invaded Western thinking about warfare. Uncontested Western military 

dominance, enabled by technology, has served to reinforce intellectually the idea that technology 

can offer the same dominance today and in the future. As a result, the Western mindset tends to 

see all difficulties, including the complex challenges associated with contemporary war, as 

technical problems that can be solved with engineering solutions.
136

 Similar to organizational 

preparedness, red-actors have observed the Western technological dependence and developed 

their strategies to counter and nullify the advantage that technology has traditionally offered. Of 

course, war does present technical problems but, it is not itself one. It is instead, and always has 

been, a contest of human wills that transcends the logic of the physical sciences.
137

 Historical 

success has encouraged blue-actors to rely on technology however; the contemporary battlespace 

is not the same as its historical antecedent. Western nations must intellectually rationalize this 

fact and distance themselves from their tendency to rely so heavily on technology. That is not to 

say that technology should be abandoned wholesale, quite the opposite actually. Technology 

always has and will continue to offer significant advantage to its master however, the West must 

not allow technology to blind it to the fact that modern war remains, as already noted, a contest 

of human wills.
138
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 Similar to the discussion concerning organizational preparedness, the examination of 

Western intellectual preparedness has identified several important points. Chief among them is 

the fact that Western intellectual rigidity concerning future warfare has left the West vulnerable 

to unappreciated alternate forms of warfare. From an intellectual standpoint, this has resulted 

from a combination of two factors. First, the Western understanding of contemporary conflict is 

heavily biased towards Western cultural and ideological beliefs, resulting in an ethnocentric and 

simplistic view of warfare that is far from reality. Second, the lack of appreciation for the 

mindset of adversaries in Western strategic calculation has left the West prone to asymmetric 

vulnerability. The discussion also identified that Western nations must reduce their reliance on 

technology as well as intellectually rationalize its role and limits when confronting asymmetric 

challenges. Finally, and most importantly, the analysis identified that a key component to an 

appropriate counter-asymmetric strategy necessary to defend Canada is to discard the intellectual 

rigidity that plagues Western approaches to contemporary and future warfare.   

The West’s Role Defined 

At the start of this chapter, the two-sided coin analogy was presented as a lead in to the 

analysis of what role blue-actors have played in the apparent increase in the prevalence of 

asymmetric strategies among red-actors. The analysis throughout this chapter indicates that the 

rise in popularity described above is directly linked to the perceived lack of Western 

organizational and intellectual preparedness to deal with asymmetrical threats. Furthermore, it 

was determined that an appropriate counter-asymmetric strategy should be based 

organizationally on a ‘Whole of Government’ approach that views each problem uniquely 

instead of using ‘tried and tested solutions’. Meanwhile, intellectually, the strategy must be 

intellectually flexible, cognizant of the roles and limits of technology, and incorporate the 
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culturally distinct perspective of red-actors. In the next chapter, based on the findings above, the 

elements of an appropriate counter-asymmetric strategy will be examined and expanded upon. In 

addition, several observations made throughout the paper will be discussed in greater detail.  
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CHAPTER 5: THE ELEMENTS OF AN APPROPRIATE COUNTER-ASYMMETRIC 

STRATEGY 

 

In the previous chapter, the rise in popularity of asymmetric strategies among red-actors 

was directly linked to the lack of organizational and intellectual preparedness on the part of 

Western nations. With the causative analysis complete, the focus of the paper will now shift to an 

examination of what Western nations, like Canada, can learn from the current situation that can 

contribute to the formulation of an appropriate counter-asymmetric strategy. 

Levelling the Playing Field 

The discussion in the previous chapter revealed that from an organizational preparedness 

perspective, the Western reliance on ‘tried and tested solutions’ in combination with a lack of 

ability to advance and implement the concept of ‘Whole of Government’ approach, has resulted 

in the West being ill prepared to counter existing asymmetric strategies and placed them on the 

defensive with respect to several red-actors. Meanwhile from an intellectual preparedness 

perspective, the analysis revealed that the West must alter their intellectually rigid approach to 

contemporary and future warfare and adopt a less technologically dependent and more culturally 

and ideologically diverse approach to asymmetric challenges. These findings indicate that the 

solution, or at least part of it, is to level the proverbial ‘playing field’ by adopting a strategy 

similar to red-actors; in short, a strategy that incorporates asymmetric elements. This strategy 

would aim to employ asymmetrical targeting against adversary intellectual and organizational 

domains, instead of the typical, predictable, conventional approach applied by Western nations in 

order to reduce or reverse the asymmetric advantage that red-actors currently enjoy, put them on 

the defensive, and in-turn force them off balance.
139
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With the above conclusion in mind, what are the essential components of an appropriate 

counter-asymmetric strategy necessary to turn the odds in favour of Western nations like 

Canada? First, from an organizational perspective, the institutionalization of an integrated DIME 

based ‘Whole of Government’ approach is necessary. This strategy should aim to influence 

adversary PMESII dimensions both individually and in combination in order to realize a nation’s 

Grand Strategy, or in Canada’s case its “grand strategy for a small country.’ Second, in order to 

counter the challenges posed by red-actor asymmetric approaches, a re-alignment of the way 

Western strategic leaders think and plan is required.
140

 The technological dependence and 

intellectual rigidity that currently plagues the Western approach to the challenges presented by 

asymmetric strategies must be rejected for one that incorporates the culturally distinct 

perspective of red-actors. Before proceeding, it is worth restating that although the adoption of a 

strategy that incorporates asymmetric elements is likely part of solution, it is not the whole 

solution. The same conventional capabilities that have contributed to the rise in prevalence of 

asymmetric strategies can also be used to offset their effectiveness. As such, the incorporation of 

technologically advanced conventional means also forms part of the solution. 

In recent years, Western militaries and academics, such as Stephen Biddle and Frank 

Hofmann, have debated and authored considerable literature concerning a strategy that has come 

to be known as ‘hybrid warfare.’ As a strategy, hybrid warfare calls for the simultaneous 

coordinated employment of multiple forms of warfare including conventional capabilities and 

irregular tactics and formations as one means in a more or less comprehensive strategy to 
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achieve a political end.
141

 From a Western perspective, this particular definition is problematic; 

irregular forces, such as paramilitary and non-state actors, acting outside of the control of the 

state is unlikely.
142

 Of course, this problem is rectified if ‘irregular forces’ is understood to mean 

non-conventional forces inclusive of non-military means. Another problematic aspect of the 

current definition is its myopic focus on the military dimension and tactical level war fighting. 

As the previous chapter demonstrated, an effective counter-asymmetric strategy transcends the 

military domain, calling for the use of all means available, both military and non-military. As 

such, the wholesale adoption of hybrid warfare, as it is currently defined, is not the solution 

however; several of its concepts and principles, such as the blending of conventional and 

asymmetric advantages, should be factored into the West’s counter-asymmetric strategy.   

An effective counter-strategy requires knowledge of the adversary’s sources of power 

that allow him to act and factor continuously into his strategic calculus.
143

 In addition, it is 

necessary to accept the fact that the occidental culture of zero death, the minimization of 

collateral damage, respect for laws, moral restraint, and strict rules of engagement are typical of 

modern Western society
144

 and are not universally accepted. Through the creation and 

application of asymmetric strategies aimed at Western intellectual and organizational domains, 

red-actors have very adeptly gained a positional advantage. The presented analysis has 

demonstrated that the West can reverse this advantage by adopting a similar, albeit not identical 
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approach.
145

 The strategy should aim to target adversary organizational and intellectual domains 

while simultaneously strengthening the Western equivalents. It should do so by incorporating the 

concepts and principles associated with red-actor asymmetric strategies while leveraging the 

West’s conventional strengths and respecting both Western and adversary cultural norms, values, 

and perspectives. Until the technologically oriented and ethnocentric Western mindset is altered, 

red-actors will continue to benefit from the advantages offered by their 360
o
 strategies.      

Additional Observations 

The implementation of the major conclusions suggested above will require significant 

effort on the part of Western Governments and societies. Undoubtedly, changes to governmental 

structures and societal norms are not going to occur overnight, over the course of a week, or even 

a year. There are however, several steps that can be taken in the near term that can immediately 

improve the situation. The main purpose of the discussion that follows is to highlight several 

areas for improvement that have the potential to either reduce the efficacy of existing asymmetric 

strategies or prevent future capitalization of asymmetry on the part of red-actors. It should be 

noted that what follows is not the ‘solution’ to the problem but a consciously limited, due to 

space restrictions, short discussion concerning several consistent observations, made throughout 

this paper, where improvements are possible.   

Policy. Based on the increase in the prevalence of asymmetric strategies, when 

considering the adoption of a new or modification of an existing policy, it is critical that 

governments review the policy details in order to ensure that the ‘new policy’ will not result in 

an asymmetric advantage for red-actors. As was discussed in the Unrestricted Warfare case 

study, through the Government of Canada’s Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) policy, China has 

established the conditions necessary to disrupt the Canadian economy via financial and/or 
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economic warfare; two ‘new forms of warfare’ that their strategy advocates the use of. It is 

important to remember that China expects its SOEs to carry out the government’s strategic goals, 

which, in the application of unrestricted warfare could include economic subversion. This is not 

say that FDI should not be allowed in Canada but, perhaps limits should be placed on this type of 

investment when the investment firms are strictly governed State Owned Enterprises (SOEs). In 

sum, the adoption of new policies and the modification of existing policies must be considered 

from a red-actor perspective. Furthermore, in the near term the alignment of paradoxical 

Canadian policies, such as Canada’s foreign policy approach to China, as well as the alignment 

of individual governmental departments, their sub-organizations, and private sector partners 

could positively influence the current situation. 

In addition, Western nations should adopt coherent and attainable political and strategic 

goals and pursue them consistently to completion. Common to all three red-actor case studies, 

and many other red-actor strategies, is an organizational focus geared towards the achievement 

of the particular actors Grand Strategy. In contrast, Western nations tend to lack an equivalent 

focus due to fluctuating political will and undefined strategic ambitions. The decade long 

Canadian mission in Afghanistan highlights this point. Despite what could be argued to be 

Canada’s best attempt at employing a ‘Whole of Government’ approach to date, the 2008 

Manley Report observed that Canadian efforts were not supported by a common strategic 

objective necessary for the mission to succeed.
146

 Strategic focus facilitates organizational 

integration and legitimises the use of all means available to accomplish one’s strategic 

objectives. Although the implementation of a ‘Whole of Government’ approach may take 
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significant time and effort, unwavering political will based on clearly defined strategic goals
147

 in 

the form of a Canadian Grand Strategy would certainly serve to focus governmental departments 

and act as a catalyst to the development and institutionalization of a true ‘Whole of Government’ 

approach.  

Cyber Security. As demonstrated by the case studies, cyber-attack and capabilities play 

an important role in red-actor asymmetric strategies. Furthermore, cyber-attack could be 

expanded in the future to include network-attacks aimed at crippling Western critical 

infrastructure and services.
148

 In Canada, given the rapid changes in information and 

communications technologies, existing defences will not be enough to ensure the integrity and 

availability of information systems nor prevent critical infrastructure from being destroyed or 

shut down. Apart from stimulating investment in defensive technologies, the approach to this 

problem should entail a proactive cyber security initiative to prevent rather than react to attacks, 

have greater emphasis on combatting cyber exploitation, and prevent the theft of intellectual 

property through cyber espionage.
149

 Although Canada’s Cyber Security Strategy, released in 

2010, aims to accomplish these goals and others,
150

 current Canadian investments in cyber 

security are not on par with the strategy’s ambitions; totalling just $155 million dollars spread 

over five years ending in 2016. In comparison to the US, who spent $15 billion dollars on cyber 

security related projects and activities in 2012 alone,
151

 the Canadian response is rather 

underwhelming. To improve the situation, Canada cannot continue to abide by the kind of 
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reactive and defensive stance that has long characterized protective cyber security
152

 and should 

invest in offensive cyber technologies and adopt/employ offensive cyber capabilities. The old 

adage – ‘the key to a strong offence is a good defence’ – does not apply in cyberspace; a strong 

offence and a strong defence are both critically important to effective cyber security and the 

reduction of the current asymmetric delta that red-actors aim to exploit.  

Social Media Resources. Although the case study concerning ISIS contains a majority of 

the discussion relevant to the use of social media resources in the application of an asymmetric 

strategy, both the Chinese and Iranian strategies also advocate for its use. Additionally, many 

other red-actors have integrated the use of social media resources into their own asymmetric 

strategies. As Anthony Seboyer pointed out during a recent lecture at the Centre for National 

Security Studies, Russia demonstrated significant use of social media and cyber resources during 

the execution of their asymmetric campaign to annex Crimea.
153

 The low-cost, high-value nature 

of social media exploitation makes it an incredibly appealing platform from which to conduct 

asymmetric warfare.  

Despite the obvious negative effects that red-actors are trying to achieve via this resource, 

presently within the Western world, social media is, for the most part unregulated. This is the 

result of concerns that regulation is synonymous with governmental intervention of free speech. 

Concerns about social media such as privacy, data protection, hate speech, incitement, and of 

course extremist recruitment are, as they should be, on the rise resulting in increased calls for 

regulation.
154

 At its core, the argument concerning the regulation of social media is really a 
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societal struggle to rationalize the balance between liberty (free speech) and security 

(regulation). An appropriate solution that balances these two crucially important factors without 

compromising Western societal norms must be determined. The solution will likely require some 

level of social media regulation to safeguard security while simultaneously supporting the liberty 

that Western society was founded on. Additionally, as a result of the inexpensive, enduring 

nature, and influential power of social media, it behoves Western nations to develop capabilities 

in this realm: an endeavour that requires the engagement and recruitment of the so-called ‘digital 

generation.’
155

 

Diaspora Diplomacy. A recent study entitled American Diaspora Diplomacy suggests 

that collaborative diaspora diplomacy can be used to increase mutual respect, commitment, and 

trust across government, civil society, and the private sector.
156

 From a counter-asymmetric 

warfare perspective, it can be argued that it can also be used to reduce or nullify the effects of 

red-actors seeking to engage and secure the support of their diaspora communities living abroad. 

The Unrestricted Warfare and Mosaic Defence case studies demonstrated that both strategies 

advocate the use of cultural warfare to leverage existing diaspora’s in order to carry out kinetic 

and non-kinetic actions in support of the State’s objectives. Furthermore, ISIS’s strategy to 

encourage emigration to the Caliphate and recruit foreign fighters has an unquestionable diaspora 

engagement aspect to it.  

What can Canada, a nation with extensive cultural diversity and significant red-actor 

diaspora populations, do to minimize the manipulation of diaspora communities on its soil? 
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Canada should begin by creating and implementing an official diaspora engagement policy.
157

 

The existing ad hoc ‘policy’ focuses on social, financial, and cultural initiatives aimed solely at 

improving Canada’s global image, increasing trade and economic investment, and securing votes 

at home via “partisan pandering to different ethnic communities.”
158

 Notwithstanding the 

positive influence that the aforementioned initiatives can have on preventing manipulation of 

diasporas in Canada, an official diaspora engagement policy should not be limited as described 

above and should include engagement efforts aimed at improving collective security. 

Furthermore, the incorporation of initiatives aimed directly at reinforcing national cohesion by 

fostering societal and cultural integration should be an integral part of any engagement strategy. 

To accomplish this, the policy must consider each diaspora’s unique set of needs and capabilities 

based on their historical experience and the present realities of their countries of origin.
159

  

Conclusion  

 The first part of this chapter identified that in order to reduce or reverse the effects of red-

actor asymmetric strategies, the West must alter its technologically and ethnocentric mindset. 

The analysis concluded that this could be accomplished by adopting a strategy that targets 

adversary organizational and intellectual domains and concurrently strengthens Western 

equivalents. To strengthen the Western organizational domain, a ‘Whole of Government’ 

approach should be adopted that leverages the concepts and principles of red-actor asymmetric 

strategies as well as the West’s conventional strengths. From an intellectual perspective, the 

strategy must consider Western cultural biases and incorporate the culturally distinct perspective 
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of red-actors. The second part of the chapter identified several areas for improvement including 

policy, cyber security, social media resources, and cultural or diaspora diplomacy. Although not 

an all-inclusive listing of improvement opportunities, these particular areas were consistent 

throughout the red-actor case studies and as such received additional attention.  
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CONCLUSION 

In order to safeguard against, and counter, the rise in asymmetric strategies among red-

actors, this paper examined the asymmetric strategies of China, Iran, and ISIS. In doing so, the 

paper endeavoured to define what elements are essential to the development of an appropriate 

counter-asymmetric strategy necessary to defend Canada.  

The 360
o
 strategy examination, in the form of individual case studies, revealed a common 

asymmetric logic and fundamental reasoning behind the adoption of this type of approach by 

red-actors. The case studies determined that central to red-actor logic and decision cycles is an 

ambition to nullify Western conventional military, technological, and economic superiority, as 

well as a perception that blue-actors lack the organizational and intellectual preparedness to 

counter asymmetric threats. As a result, 360
o
 strategies aim to target blue-actors within non-

traditional and unexpected PMESII dimensions using an integrated multidimensional approach. 

To safeguard against and counter this form of threat, the analysis concluded that an appropriate 

counter-asymmetric strategy should aim to reverse or neutralize the advantages of 360
o
 strategies 

by adopting a similar, albeit distinguishable approach.
160

 This strategy should target adversary 

organizational and intellectual domains, incorporate some of the concepts and principles 

associated with red-actor asymmetric strategies, and simultaneously endeavour to strengthen the 

Western organizational and intellectual equivalents.  

To accomplish these strategy goals, the paper identified that from an organizational 

perspective, the institutionalization of an integrated and multidimensional DIME based ‘Whole 

of Government’ approach aimed at influencing adversary PMESII dimensions, both individually 

and in combination, is necessary. The paper also identified that from an intellectual perspective, 

the formulation of such a strategy will require a re-alignment of the way Western strategic 
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leaders think and plan.
161

 In essence, strategists must learn to reject the current technological 

dependence and intellectual rigidity that plagues the West’s approach to asymmetric challenges 

for one that incorporates the culturally distinct perspective of red-actors. Finally, the paper 

identified that as important as the adoption of asymmetric capabilities are to an appropriate 

counter-asymmetric strategy, they are only part of the solution. A suitable blend of conventional 

and asymmetric advantages, similar to the concept of hybrid warfare should, just like blue and 

red-actor cultural norms, values, and perspectives, be factored into any appropriate counter-

asymmetric strategy.  

The major conclusions of this paper will require significant time and effort to transition 

from theory to implementation. In the near term however, the paper identified several areas 

where improvements, that have the potential to ameliorate the situation, are possible. In terms of 

Canadian policy, respect for and consideration of red-actor perspectives on new and existing 

policies should be adopted as a standard practice. Furthermore, the alignment of paradoxical 

policies and contradictory messaging from individual governmental departments, sub-

organizations, and private sector partners could serve to positively influence the situation. Most 

importantly, the definition of a Grand Strategy, or a ‘grand strategy for a small country,’ based 

on unwavering political will would serve to focus governmental departments and act as a catalyst 

to the development and institutionalization of a true ‘Whole of Government’ approach. From a 

cyber-security perspective, in order to reduce the current asymmetric delta that red-actors aim to 

exploit, Canada should invest in and adopt/employ offensive cyber technologies and capabilities. 

Furthermore, the traditionally reactive approach to Canadian cyber security should be replaced 

by a more proactive alternative, aimed at stopping attacks before they begin. In terms of social 
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media, the paper identified that a societal rationalization of the balance between liberty (free 

speech) and security (regulation) is necessary. As the discussion pointed out, an appropriate 

solution that balances these two crucially important factors without compromising societal norms 

must be determined. Consideration should also be given to the engagement and recruitment of 

the ‘digital generation.’ Another area for improvement that has the potential to ameliorate the 

situation in the short term is the creation and implementation of an official diaspora engagement 

policy that incorporates initiatives aimed directly at enhancing collective security and reinforcing 

national cohesion through societal and cultural integration.  

This paper endeavoured to cover as wide of an array of discussion topics pertinent to 

asymmetric strategies as possible however; there are still many other areas that merit research 

attention. Without transcribing an exhaustive list, the multiple ‘new forms of warfare,’ described 

in the Unrestricted Warfare case study and elaborated on throughout this paper, offer some 

insight into the breadth of available research topics. With the discussed asymmetric logic in 

mind, each of these ‘new forms of warfare’ could stand to be studied individually and in 

combination with others. In addition, notwithstanding what was discussed concerning the effects 

of policy, cyber security, social media resources, and diaspora diplomacy, each of these topics 

could be studied in greater depth. Additional research topics related to asymmetric strategies may 

include the process of radicalization, factors contributing to the recruitment of foreign fighters, 

strategic leader readiness and qualities, and analysis concerning the development of a Canadian 

Grand Strategy. 

As discussed in the introduction to this paper, the proliferation of asymmetric strategies 

among red-actors indicates that these approaches can no longer be considered secondary or 
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peripheral to conventional threats.
162

 Through the adoption of an appropriate counter-asymmetric 

strategy that incorporates an institutionalized multidimensional approach, encourages intellectual 

flexibility and diversity, and blends both conventional and asymmetric advantages, Western 

nations, like Canada, can reduce or reverse the asymmetric advantage that red-actors currently 

enjoy, put them on the defensive, and in-turn force them off balance.
163
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